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August 12, 2004
NOC-AE-04001765
10CFR50.90

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

South Texas Project
Units 1 and 2

Docket No. STN 50-498 and STN 50-499
License Amendment Request -

Proposed Amendment to Technical Specifications for Steam Generators

Reference: Letter, T. J. Jordan to NRC Document Control Desk, "License Amendment
Request - Proposed Amendment to Technical Specification 4.4.5.3a," dated
June 21, 2004 (NOC-AE-04001739)

Pursuant to 1OCFR50.90, STP Nuclear Operating Company (STPNOC) hereby requests an
amendment to the Technical Specifications (TS) regarding steam generators. The proposed
change is based on draft Technical Specification Task Force (TSTF) Improved Standard
Technical Specifications Change Traveler TSTF-449, Rev. 2, and the Farley submittal dated
June 28, 2004. The changes will implement guidance for the industry initiative on NEI 97-06,
"Steam Generator Program Guidelines."

STPNOC hereby withdraws the license amendment request submitted in the referenced letter.

The Unit 1 steam generators were replaced in May 2000 and the Unit 2 steam generators were
replaced in October 2002. The replacement steam generators are the Westinghouse Delta 94
design, which incorporates significant improvements, including Alloy 690 thermally treated
tubing.

Attachment 1 to this letter provides the No Significant Hazards Determination; Attachment 2
provides the TS pages marked up with the proposed changes; Attachment 3 provides the
proposed changes to the TS Bases (for information only); and Attachment 4 provides additional
steam generator design information requested by the NRC.
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The Plant Operations Review Committee has recommended approval of this license amendment
request. STPNOC has notified the State of Texas in accordance with 1OCFR50.91(b).

STPNOC requests approval of the proposed change by November 1, 2004 to allow timely
decisions regarding the scope of refueling outage 1RE12. If SG tube inspections are required for
IRE 12, the level 3 schedule will have to be revised significantly and the contract award process
will have to be expedited.

There are no commitments in this letter.

If there are any questions regarding this proposed license amendment, please contact John Conly,
at (361) 972-7336 or me at (361) 972-7902.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on August 12. 2004

Vice President,
Engineering & Technical Services

jtc

Attachments:
1. Licensee's Evaluation
2. Proposed Technical Specification Changes (Mark-up)
3. Bases Pages (For Information Only)
4. Steam Generator Design Information
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cc:
(paper copy) (electronic copy)

Bruce S. Mallett
Regional Administrator, Region IV
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington, Texas 76011-8064

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Richard A. Ratliff
Bureau of Radiation Control
Texas Department of Health
1100 West 49th Street
Austin, TX 78756-3189

Jeffrey Cruz
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
P. 0. Box 289, Mail Code: MNI 16
Wadsworth, TX 77483

A. H. Gutterman, Esquire
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP

L. D. Blaylock
City Public Service

David H. Jaffe
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

R. L. Balcom
Texas Genco, LP

A. Ramirez
City of Austin

C. A. Johnson
AEP Texas Central Company

Jon C. Wood
Matthews & Branscomb

C. M. Canady
City of Austin
Electric Utility Department
721 Barton Springs Road
Austin, TX 78704
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LICENSEE'S EVALUATION

1.0 DESCRIPTION

This letter is a request to amend Operating Licenses NPF-76 and NPF-80 for South Texas
Project (STP) Units 1 and 2. The proposed change is based on draft Technical Specification
Task Force (TSTF) Improved Standard Technical Specifications Change Traveler TSTF-449,
Rev. 2. The change will implement guidance for the industry initiative on NEI 97-06, "Steam
Generator Program Guidelines."

STP Nuclear Operating Company (STPNOC) requests approval of the proposed change by
November 1, 2004 to allow timely decisions regarding the scope of refueling outage IRE12.
If SG tube inspections are required for IRE12, the level 3 schedule will have to be revised
significantly and the contract award process will have to be expedited.

2.0 PROPOSED CHANGE

The proposed change will:

Replace Technical Specification (TS) 3/4.4.5, "Steam Generators" with 3/4.4.5, "Steam
Generator Tube Integrity"

The proposed change replaces the detail of 3/4.4.5 with one action requiring that steam generator
(SG) tube integrity be maintained and that each SG tube that satisfies the repair criterion be
plugged in accordance with the Steam Generator Program. The detail of the replaced TS 3/4.4.5
is provided in the Steam Generator Program document.

* Revise TS 3/4.4.6.2, "Reactor Coolant System Operational Leakage"

The limit of 150 gpd primary-to-secondary leakage through any one SG had already been
implemented in the TS after approval by the NRC in September 1997. The existing allowance of
4 hours to reduce primary-to-secondary leakage before having to shut down is eliminated.
Primary-to-secondary leakage will be determined by monitoring or analyzing secondary coolant
activity levels.
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* Add TS 6.8.3.o, "Steam Generator Program"

The proposed change adds a new TS requiring a Steam Generator Program to be established and
implemented to ensure that SG tube integrity is maintained, and to describe SG condition
monitoring, performance criteria, and inspection intervals.

* Add TS 6.9.1.7, "Steam Generator Tube Inspection Report"

The proposed change adds a new TS stating the requirements for and contents of the SG tube
inspection report. The TS requires a report within 180 days of initial entry into Mode 4
following a steam generator inspection.

3.0 BACKGROUND

The SG tubes in pressurized water reactors (PWRs) have a number of important safety functions.
Steam generator tubes are an integral part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) and,
as such, are relied upon to maintain the primary system pressure and inventory. As part of the
RCPB, the SG tubes are unique in that they act as a heat transfer surface between the primary
and secondary systems to remove heat from the primary system. In addition, the SG tubes also
isolate the radioactive fission products in the primary coolant from the secondary system.

Steam generator tube integrity is necessary in order to satisfy the tubing's safety functions.
Maintaining tube integrity ensures that the tubes are capable of performing their intended safety
functions consistent with the plant licensing basis, including applicable regulatory requirements.

Concerns relating to the integrity of the tubing stem from the fact that the SG tubing is subject to
a variety of degradation mechanisms. Steam generator tubes have experienced tube degradation
related to corrosion phenomena, such as wastage, pitting, intergranular attack, and stress
corrosion cracking, along with other mechanically induced phenomena such as denting and wear.
These degradation mechanisms can impair tube integrity if they are not managed effectively.
When the degradation of the tube wall reaches a prescribed criterion, the tube is considered
defective and corrective action is taken.

The criteria governing structural integrity of SG tubes were developed in the 1970s and assumed
uniform tube wall thinning. This led to the establishment of a throughwall SG tube repair
criteria (e.g., > 40 %) that has historically been incorporated into most PWR technical
specifications and has been applied, in the absence of other repair criteria, to all forms of SG
tube degradation where sizing techniques are available. Since the basis of the throughwall depth
criterion was 3600 wastage, it is generally considered to be conservative for other mechanisms of
SG tube degradation. The repair criterion does not allow licensees the flexibility to manage
different types of SG tube degradation. The repair criterion does not allow licensees the
flexibility to manage different types of SG tube degradation. Licensees must either use the
throughwall criterion for all forms of degradation or obtain NRC approval for use of more
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appropriate repair criteria that consider the structural integrity implications of the given
mechanism.

For the last several years, the industry, through the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
Steam Generator Management Program (SGMP), has developed a generic approach to improving
SG performance referred to as "Steam Generator Degradation-Specific Management." Under
this approach, different methods of inspection and different repair criteria may be developed for
different types of degradation. A degradation-specific approach to managing SG tube integrity
has several important benefits. These include:

* improved scope and methods for SG inspection,

* industry incentive to continue to improve inspection methods, and

* development of repair criteria based on appropriate NDE parameters.

As a result, the assurance of SG tube integrity is improved and unnecessary conservatism is
eliminated.

Over the course of this effort, the SGMP has developed a series of EPRI guidelines that define
the elements of a successful Steam Generator Program. These guidelines include:

* "Steam Generator Examination Guideline" (Reference 2),

* "Steam Generator Integrity Assessment Guideline" (Reference 3),

* "Steam Generator In-situ Pressure Test Guideline" (Reference 4),

* "PWR Primary-to-Secondary Leak Guideline" (Reference 5),

* "Primary Water Chemistry Guideline" (Reference 6), and

* "Secondary Water Chemistry Guideline" (Reference 7).

These EPRI Guidelines, along with NEI 97-06 (Ref. 1), tie the entire Steam Generator Program
together, while defining a comprehensive, performance-based approach to managing SG
performance.

The NRC pursued resolution of SG performance issues in parallel with the industry efforts. In
December 1998, the NRC staff acknowledged that the Steam Generator Program described by
NEI 97-06 and its referenced EPRI Guidelines provides an acceptable starting point to use in the
resolution of differences between it and the staff's proposed Generic Letter and draft Regulatory
Guide (DG-1074). Since then, the industry and the NRC have participated in a series of
meetings to resolve the differences and develop the regulatory framework necessary to
implement a comprehensive Steam Generator Program.

Revising the existing regulatory framework to accommodate degradation-specific management is
the most appropriate way to address the issues of regulatory stability, resource expenditure, use
of state-of-the-art inservice inspection techniques, repair criteria, and enforceability. The NRC
staff has stated that an integrated approach for addressing SG tube integrity is essential and that
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materials, systems, and radiological issues that pertain to tube integrity need to be considered in
the development of the new regulatory framework.

4.0 TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

The proposed changes do not affect the design of the SGs or their method of operation. In
addition, the proposed changes do not require any change to the primary coolant chemistry
controls because STP currently follows the Primary Water Chemistry Guideline (Ref. 6). The
primary coolant activity limit and its assumptions are not affected by the proposed changes to the
TS. The proposed changes are an improvement to the existing SG inspection requirements and
provide additional assurance that the plant licensing basis will be maintained between SG
inspections.

A steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event is one of the design basis accidents that is
analyzed as part of a plant's licensing basis. The analysis of an SGTR event assumes a bounding
primary-to-secondary leakage rate equal to the operational leakage rate limits in the licensing
basis plus the leakage rate associated with a double-ended rupture of a single tube.

For design basis accidents such as main steam line break (MSLB), rod ejection, and reactor
coolant pump locked rotor, the SG tubes are assumed to retain their structural integrity (i.e., they
are assumed not to rupture). At STP, these analyses assume that the total primary-to-secondary
leakage is 1 gpm. For accidents that do not involve fuel damage, the reactor coolant activity
levels are at the TS values. For accidents that involve fuel damage, the primary coolant activity
values are a function of the amount of activity released from the damaged fuel.

The current TS RCS operational leakage limit of 150 gpd primary-to-secondary leakage through
any one SG is based on operating experience as an indication of one or more tube leaks. This
leakage limit provides assurance that leaking flaws will not propagate to burst prior to plant
shutdown.

The consequences of these design basis accidents are, in part, functions of the radioactivity levels
in the primary coolant and the accident primary-to-secondary leakage rates. As a result, limits
are included in the plant TS for operational leakage and for dose equivalent I-131 in primary
coolant to ensure the plant is operated within its analyzed condition.

The other proposed TS changes are in general a significant improvement over current
requirements. They replace an outdated prescriptive TS with one that references Steam
Generator Program requirements, which incorporate the latest knowledge of SG tube degradation
morphologies and the techniques developed to manage them.

The requirements being proposed are more effective in detecting SG degradation and prescribing
corrective actions than required by current TS. As a result, these proposed changes will result in
added assurance of the function and integrity of SG tubes.
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The following table and sections describe in detail and provide the technical justification for the
proposed changes. Note that many of the requirements discussed in the following sections are
part of the Steam Generator Program and are not specifically included in the TS.
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Condition or Requirement Current Licensing Basis Location - Proposed Change Section

Operational primary-to-secondary < 150 gpd through any one SG No change; this is already a requirement 1
leakage in TS 3.4.6.2

RCS primaly-to-secondary Reduce leakage to within limits in 4 hours or be in TS 3.4.5a - delete the 4-hour period to 2
leakage through any one SG not Hot Standby within 6 hours and in Cold Shutdown reduce leakage. Revise Action 3.4.5a to
within limits within the next 30 hours require shutdown if primary-to-

secondary leakage is not within the
limit.

RCS leakage determined by water Primary-to-secondary leakage is determined by Add Notes to TS 4.4.6.2.1c. regarding 3
inventory balance (TS 4.4.6.2.1c) water inventory balance. performance of water inventory balance

every 72 hours:

1. Not required to be performed until
12 hours after establishment of steady
state operation.

2. Not applicable to primary-to-
secondary leakage.

SG tube integrity verification Add TS 4.4.6.3 and add a Note: 4

1. Not required to be performed until
12 hours after establishment of steady
state operation.
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Condition or Requirement Current Licensing Basis Location - Proposed Change Section

Frequency of tube integrity 6 to 40 months depending on SG category defined TS 3.4.5 - revise to require surveillance 5
verification by previous inspection results frequency in accordance with

TS 6.8.3.o. Frequency adopted from
TSTF-449, Rev. 2 for Alloy 690TT.

Steam Generator Program - establishes
maximum inspection intervals

Tube sample selection Based on SG category, industry experience, Steam Generator Program and 6
random selection, existing indications, and results implementing procedures - dependent
of the initial sample set. The minimum is 3% on pre-outage evaluation of actual
times the number of SGs at the plant. degradation locations and mechanisms,

and operating experience; 20% of all
tubes as a minimum.

Inspection techniques Not specified TS 3.4.5 requires that tube integrity be 7
verified in accordance with the Steam
Generator Program.

Steam Generator Program and
implementing procedures - establish
requirements for qualifying NDE
techniques. Require use of qualified
techniques in SG inspections. Require a
pre-outage evaluation of potential tube
degradation morphologies and
locations, and identification of NDE
techniques capable of finding the
degradation.
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Condition or Requirement Current Licensing Basis Location - Proposed Change Section

Inspection scope Hot leg point of entry to (typically) the first Steam Generator Program 8
support plate on the cold leg side of the U-bend implementing procedures - inspection

scope is defined by the degradation
assessment that considers existing and
potential degradation morphologies and
locations. Explicitly requires
consideration of entire length of tube
from tubesheet weld to tubesheet weld.

Performance criteria RCS operational leakage < 150 gpd through any TS 3.4.6.2: RCS operational leakage 9
one SG < 150 gpd through any one SG

No criteria specified for structural integrity or TS 3.4.5 requires that tube integrity be
accident induced leakage maintained.

TS 6.8.3.o - defines structural integrity
and accident induced leakage
performance criteria which are
dependent on design basis limits.
Provides for condition monitoring
assessment to verify compliance.

Repair criteria Plug tubes with imperfections extending >40% TS 6.8.3.o: criteria unchanged. 10
throughwall and alternate criteria approved by the
NRC and throughwall depth-based criteria for
repair techniques approved by the NRC
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Condition or Requirement Current Licensing Basis Location - Proposed Change Section

Actions Performance Criteria not defined. Primary-to- TS 3.4.5 and TS 3.4.6.2 contain 11
secondary leakage limit and actions included in the primary-to-secondary leakage limit, SG
TS. tube integrity requirements, and actions

required upon failure to meet
Plug tubes satisfying repair criteria. performance criteria.

Plug tubes satisfying repair criteria

Repair methods Methods except plugging require previous TS 6.8.3.o: requirements unchanged 12
approval by the NRC. Approved methods are
listed in the TS (none at STP).

Reporting requirements Plugging and repair report required 15 days after CFR - serious SG tube degradation (i.e., 13
each inservice inspection; 12 month report tubing fails to meet the structural
documenting inspection results; and reports in integrity and accident induced leakage
accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 when the criteria) requires reporting in
inspection results fall into category C-3. accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 and

50.73.

TS 6.9.1.7 - 180 days after initial entry
into Mode 4 after performing SG
inspection

Definitions of SG terminology TS 1.0, "Definitions," did not address SG program TS 6.8.3.o, TS Bases, Steam Generator 14
issues. Program procedures - include SG

program terminology applicable only to
SGs
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Section 1 - Operational Leakage

The existing primary-to-secondary leakage limit is <150 gallons per day through any one SG.
This leakage rate limit provides added assurance against tube rupture at normal operating and
faulted conditions. This together with the allowable accident induced leakage limit helps to
ensure that the dose contribution from tube leakage will be limited to less than the 10 CFR 100
and GDC 19 dose limits or other NRC approved licensing basis for postulated faulted events.

This limit also contributes to meeting the GDC 14 requirement that the reactor coolant pressure
boundary "have an extremely low probability of abnormal leakage, of rapidly propagating to
failure, and of gross rupture." The Steam Generator Program uses the EPRI Primary-to-
Secondary Leak Guideline (Ref. 5) to establish sampling requirements for determining primary-
to-secondary leakage and plant shutdown requirements if leakage limits are exceeded. The
guidelines ensure leakage is effectively monitored and timely action is taken before a leaking
tube exceeds the performance criteria. The frequency for determining primary-to-secondary
leakage is unchanged (i.e., 72 hours), but a Note has been added to state that the surveillance
need not be performed until 12 hours after establishment of steady state operation.

Section 2 - Operational Leakage Actions

If primary-to-secondary leakage exceeds 150 gallons per day through any one SG, a plant
shutdown must be commenced. Mode 3 must be achieved within 6 hours and Mode 5 within the
next 30 hours. The existing TS allow 4 hours to reduce primary-to-secondary leakage to less
than the limit. The proposed change removes this allowance.

The removal of the 4-hour period during which primary-to-secondary leakage can be reduced to
avoid a plant shutdown results in a TS that is significantly more conservative than the existing
RCS operational leakage specification. This change is consistent with the Steam Generator
Program.

Section 3 - RCS Operational leakage Determined by Water Inventory Balance

The proposed change adds a Note to TS 4.4.6.2.1c that makes the water inventory balance
method not applicable to determining primary-to-secondary leakage. This change is proposed
because primary-to-secondary leakage as low as 150 gallons per day through any one SG cannot
be measured accurately by an RCS water inventory balance. This change is necessary to make
the surveillance requirement appropriate for the proposed LCO.

Section 4 - SG Tube Integrity Verification

The Steam Generator Program and the EPRI "Pressurized Water Reactor Primary-to-Secondary
Leak Guidelines" (Ref 5) provide guidance on leak rate monitoring. During normal operation
the program depends upon continuous process radiation monitors and/or radiochemical grab
sampling. The monitoring and sampling frequency increases as the amount of detected leakage
increases or if there are no continuous radiation monitors available.
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Primary-to-secondary leakage is determined through the analysis of secondary coolant activity
levels. At low power, primary and secondary coolant activity is sufficiently low that an accurate
determination of primary-to-secondary leakage may be difficult. Immediately after shutdown,
some of the short-lived isotopes are usually at sufficient levels to monitor for leakage by normal
power operational means as long as other plant conditions allow the measurement. During
startup, especially after a long outage, there are no short-lived isotopes in either the primary or
secondary system. This limits measurement of the leakage to chemical or long-lived
radiochemical means. Because of these effects, an accurate primary-to-secondary leakage
measurement is highly dependent upon plant conditions and may not be obtainable prior to
reactor criticality (e.g., Modes 1 and 2). Leakage verification is provided by chemistry
procedures that provide alternate means of calculating and confirming primary-to-secondary
leakage is less than or equal to 150 gpd through any one SG.

The surveillance frequency is unchanged. Determination of the primary-to-secondary leakage is
required every 72 hours. The Surveillance Requirement is modified by a Note stating the
requirement is not required to be performed until 12 hours after establishment of steady state
operation. The 12-hour allowance provides sufficient time to collect and process necessary data
after stable plant conditions are established. As stated above, additional monitoring of primary-
to-secondary leakage is also required by the Steam Generator Program based upon guidance
provided in Reference 5.

Section 5 - Frequency of Verification of SG Tube Integritv

The current TS contain prescriptive inspection intervals, which depend on the condition of the
tubes as determined by the last SG inspection. The tube condition is classified into one of
three categories based on the number of tubes found degraded and defective. The minimum
inspection interval is no less than 12 and no more than 24 months unless the results of two
consecutive inspections are in the best category (no additional degradation), and then the
interval can be extended to 40 months.

The surveillance frequency in the proposed Steam Generator Tube Integrity specification is
governed by the requirements in the Steam Generator Program and specifically by
References 2 and 3. The proposed frequency is also prescriptive, but has a stronger
engineering basis than the existing TS requirements. The interval is dependent on tubing
material and whether any active degradation is found. The interval is limited by existing and
potential degradation mechanisms and their anticipated growth rate. In addition, a maximum
inspection interval is established in TS 6.8.3.o.

The maximum inspection interval for Alloy 690 thermally treated tubing, the type used at STP, is
"Inspect 100% of the tubes at sequential periods of 144, 108, 72, and, thereafter, 60 effective full
power months. The first sequential period shall be considered to begin after the first inservice
inspection of the SGs. In addition, inspect 50% of the tubes by the refueling outage nearest the
midpoint of the period and the remaining 50% by the refueling outage nearest the end of the
period. No SG shall operate for more than 72 effective full power months or three refueling
outages (whichever is less) without being inspected." Even though the maximum interval for
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Alloy 690 thermally treated tubing is slightly longer than allowed by current TS, it is only
applicable to SGs with advanced materials and is only achievable early in SG life, and only if the
SGs are free from active degradation. In addition, the interval must be supported by an
evaluation that shows that the performance criteria will continue to be met at the next SG
inspection. Taken in total, the proposed inspection intervals provide a larger margin of safety
than the current requirements because they are based on an engineering evaluation of the tubing
condition and potential degradation mechanisms and growth rates, not only on the previous
inspection results. As an added safety measure, the Steam Generator Program requires a
minimum sample size at each inspection that is significantly larger than that required by current
TS (20% versus 3% times the number of SGs in the plant); thus providing added assurance that
any degradation within the SGs will be detected and accounted for in establishing the inspection
interval.

The proposed maximum inspection intervals are based on the historical performance of advanced
SG tubing materials. Reference 8 shows that the performance of Alloy 600TTand Alloy 690TT
is significantly better than the performance of Alloy 600 mill annealed tubing, the material used
in SG tubing at the time that the current TS were written. There are no known instances of
cracking in Alloy 690TT tubes in either the U.S. or international SGs.

In summary, the proposed change is an improvement over the current TS. The current TS bases
inspection intervals on the results of previous inspections; it does not require an evaluation of
expected performance. The proposed TS uses information from previous plant inspections as
well as industry experience to evaluate the length of time that the SGs can be operated and still
provide reasonable assurance that the performance criteria will be met at the next inspection.
The actual interval is the shorter of the evaluation results and the requirements in Reference 3.
Allowing plants to use the proposed inspection intervals maximizes the potential that plants will
use improved techniques and knowledge since better knowledge of SG conditions supports
longer intervals.

Section 6 - Steam Generator Tube Sample Selection

The current TS base tube selection on SG conditions and industry and plant experience. The
minimum sample size is 3% of the tubes times the number of SGs in the plant. The proposed
change refers to the Steam Generator Program degradation assessment guidance for sampling
requirements. The minimum sample size is 20% of the total number of active tubes in all SGs
for each unit.

The Steam Generator Program requires preparation of a degradation assessment before every SG
inspection. The degradation assessment is the key document used for planning a SG inspection,
where inspection plans and related actions are determined, documented, and communicated prior
to the outage. The degradation assessment addresses the various reactor coolant pressure
boundary components within the SG (e.g., plugs, sleeves, tubes, and components that support the
pressure boundary). In a degradation assessment, tube sample selection is performance-based
and is dependent on actual SG conditions, plant operational experience, and industry experience
in general. Existing and potential degradation mechanisms and their locations are evaluated to
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determine which tubes will be inspected. Tube sample selection is adjusted to minimize the
possibility that tube integrity might degrade during an operating cycle beyond the limits defined
by the performance criteria. The EPRI Steam Generator Examination Guideline (Ref. 2) and
EPRI Steam Generator Integrity Assessment Guideline (Ref. 3) provide guidance on degradation
assessment.

In general, the sample selection considerations required by the current TS and the requirements
in the Steam Generator Program as proposed by this change are consistent, but the Steam
Generator Program provides more guidance on selection methodologies and incorporation of
industry experience, and requires more extensive documentation of the results. Therefore, the
sample selection method proposed by this change is more conservative than the current TS
requirements. In addition, the minimum sample size in the proposed requirements is larger.

Section 7 - Steam Generator Inspection Techniques

The Surveillance Requirements proposed in the Steam Generator Tube Integrity specification
(TS 3/4.4.5) require that tube integrity be verified in accordance with the requirements of the
Steam Generator Program. The Steam Generator Program uses the EPRI Steam Generator
Examination Guidelines (Ref. 2) to establish requirements for qualifying NDE techniques and
maintains a list of qualified techniques and their capabilities.

The Steam Generator Program requires the performance of a degradation assessment before
every SG inspection and refers utilities to EPRI Steam Generator Examination Guidelines
(Ref. 2) and EPRI Steam Generator Integrity Assessment Guidelines (Ref. 3) for guidance on
its performance. The degradation assessment will identify current and potential new
degradation locations and mechanisms and NDE techniques that are effective in detecting their
existence. Tube inspection techniques are chosen to reliably detect flaws that might progress
during an operating cycle beyond the limits defined by the performance criteria.

The current TS contain no requirements on NDE inspection techniques. The proposed
change is an improvement over the current technical specifications that contain no similar
requirement.

Section 8 - Steam Generator Inspection Scope

The current TS include a definition of inspection that specifies the end points of the eddy
current examination of each tube. Inspection is required from the point of entry of the tube on
the hot leg side completely around the U-bend to the top support of the cold leg. This
definition is overly prescriptive and simplistic, and has led to interpretation questions in the
past.

The Steam Generator Program states, "The number and portions of the tubes inspected and
methods of inspection shall be performed with the objective of detecting flaws of any type
(e.g., volumetric flaws, axial and circumferential cracks) that may be present along the length
of the tube, from the tube-to-tubesheet weld at the tube inlet to the tube-to-tubesheet weld at
the tube outlet, and that may satisfy the applicable tube repair criteria. The tube-to-tubesheet
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weld is not part of the tube. In addition to meeting the requirements of d.l, d.2, and d.3 below,
the inspection scope, inspection methods, and inspection intervals shall be such as to ensure
that SG tube integrity is maintained until the next SG inspection. An assessment of
degradation shall be performed to determine the type and location of flaws to which the tubes
may be susceptible and, based on this assessment, to determine which inspection methods
need to be employed and at what locations." The Steam Generator Program provides
extensive guidance and a defined process, the degradation assessment, for determining the
extent of a tube inspection. This guidance takes into account industry and plant-specific
history to determine potential degradation mechanisms and the location that they might occur
within the SG. This information is used to define a performance-based inspection scope
targeted on plant specific conditions and SG design.

The proposed change is an improvement over the current TS because it focuses the inspection
effort on the areas of concern, thereby minimizing the unnecessary data that the NDE analyst
must review to identify indication of tube degradation.

Section 9 - SG Performance Criteria

The proposed change adds a performance-based Steam Generator Program to the TS. A
performance-based approach has the following attributes:

* measurable parameters,

* objective criteria to assess performance based on risk insights,

* deterministic analysis and/or performance history, and

* licensee flexibility to determine how to meet established performance criteria.

The performance criteria used for SGs are based on tube structural integrity, accident
induced leakage, and operational leakage. The structural integrity and accident induced
leakage criteria were developed deterministically and are consistent with the plant's
licensing basis. The operational leakage criterion was based on providing added assurance
against tube rupture at normal operating and faulted conditions. The proposed structural
integrity and accident induced leakage performance criteria are new requirements. The
performance criteria are specified in TS 6.8.3.o. The requirements and methodologies
established to meet the performance criteria are documented in the Steam Generator
Program. The current TS contain only the operational leakage criterion; therefore, the
proposed change is more conservative than the current requirements.

The SG performance criteria identify the standards against which performance is to be
measured. Meeting the performance criteria provides reasonable assurance that the SG
tubing will remain capable of fulfilling its specific safety function of maintaining RCPB
integrity throughout each operating cycle.

The structural integrity performance criterion is:

All inservice SG tubes shall retain structural integrity over the full range of
normal operating conditions (including startup, operation in the power range,
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hot standby, and cooldown, and all anticipated transients included in the
design specification) and design basis accidents. This includes retaining a
safety factor of 3.0 (3AP) against burst under normal steady state full power
operation primary-to-secondary pressure differential and a safety factor of 1.4
against burst applied to the design basis accident primary-to-secondary
pressure differentials. Apart from the above requirements, additional loading
conditions associated with the design basis accidents, or combination of
accidents in accordance with the design and licensing basis, shall also be
evaluated to determine if the associated loads contribute significantly to burst
or collapse. In the assessment of tube integrity, those loads that significantly
affect burst or collapse shall be determined and assessed in combination with
the loads due to pressure with a safety factor of 1.2 on the combined primary
loads and 1.0 on axial secondary loads.

The structural integrity performance criterion is based on providing reasonable assurance that a
SG tube will not burst or collapse during normal operation or postulated accident conditions.

Normal steady state full power operation is defined as the conditions existing during Mode 1
operation at the maximum steady state reactor power as defined in the design or equipment
specification. Changes in design parameters such as plugging or sleeving levels, primary or
secondary modifications, or Thot should be assessed and included if significant.

The definition of normal steady state full power operation is important as it relates to application
of the safety factor of three in the structural integrity performance criterion. The criterion
requires "...retaining a safety factor of 3.0 (3AP) against burst under normal steady state full
power operation primary-to-secondary pressure differential...". The application of the safety
factor of three to normal steady state full power operation is founded on past NRC positions,
accepted industry practice, and the intent of the ASME Code for original design and evaluation
of inservice components. The assumption of normal steady state full power operating pressure
differential has been consistently used in the analysis, testing, and verification of tubes with
stress corrosion cracking for verifying a safety factor of three against burst. Additionally, the
3AP criterion is measurable through the condition monitoring process.

The actual operational parameters may differ between cycles. As a result of changes to
these parameters, reaching the differential pressure in the equipment specification may not
be possible during plant operations. Evaluating to the pressure in the design or equipment
specification in these cases would be an unnecessary conservatism. Therefore, the
definition allows adjustment of the 3AP limit for changes in these parameters when
necessary. Further guidance on this adjustment is provided in Appendix M of the EPRI
Steam Generator Integrity Assessment Guidelines (Ref. 3).

The accident induced leakage performance criterion is:
The primary-to-secondary accident induced leakage rate for all design basis
accidents, other than a steam generator tube rupture, shall not exceed the
leakage rate assumed in the accident analysis in terms of total leakage rate for
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all SGs and leakage rate for an individual steam generator. Accident induced
leakage is not to exceed 1 gpm total for all four SGs in a unit.

Primary-to-secondary leakage is a factor in the activity releases outside
containment resulting from a limiting design basis accident. The potential dose
consequences from primary-to-secondary leakage during postulated design basis
accidents must not exceed the radiological limits imposed by 10 CFR 100
guidelines, or the radiological limits to control room personnel imposed by
GDC-19, or other NRC approved licensing basis. As measured at

When calculating offsite doses, the safety analysis for the limiting design basis accident
assumes a total of 1 gpm primary-to-secondary leakage as an initial condition. Revision 2 of
the Standard Technical Specifications limited the amount of RCS operational leakage to 1 gpm
from all SGs, with 500 gpd from the worst generator, since the initial safety analyses assumed
that leakage under accident conditions would not exceed the limit on operational leakage.
More recent experience with degradation mechanisms involving tube cracking has revealed
that leakage under accident conditions can exceed the level of operating leakage by orders of
magnitude. The NRC has concluded (Item Number 3.4 in Attachment 1 to Reference 14) that
additional research is needed to develop an adequate methodology for fully predicting the
effects of leakage on the outcome of some accident sequences. Therefore, a separate
performance criterion was established for accident induced leakage. For STP, the total limit
for accident induced leakage is I gpm. Use of an increased accident induced leakage limit
approved in conjunction with alternate repair criteria (currently none are approved for STP)
would be limited to the specific criteria and type of degradation for which it was granted.

The operational leakage performance criterion is:
"The RCS operational primary-to-secondary leakage through any one steam
generator shall be limited to 150 gallons per day."

Plant shutdown will commence if primary-to-secondary leakage exceeds 150 gallons per
day (as measured at room temperature conditions) from any one SG. The operational
leakage performance criterion is documented in the Steam Generator Program and
implemented in Specification 3.4.6.2, "Reactor Coolant System Operational Leakage."

Section 10 - Steam Generator Repair Criteria

Repair criteria are those NDE measured parameters at or beyond which the tube must be
repaired or removed from service by plugging.

Tube repair criteria are established for each active degradation mechanism. Tube repair
criteria are either the standard throughwall depth-based criterion (e.g., > 40% throughwall) or
throughwall depth-based criteria for repair techniques approved by the NRC, or other
Alternate Repair Criteria (ARC) approved by the NRC, such as a voltage-based repair limit
per Generic Letter 95-05 (Ref. 12). A SG degradation-specific management strategy is
followed to develop and implement an ARC.
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The surveillance requirements of the proposed Steam Generator Integrity specification
require that tubes that satisfy the tube repair criteria be plugged or repaired in accordance
with approved methods. Steam generator tubes experiencing a damage form or mechanism
for which no depth sizing capability exists are "repaired (or plugged) on detection" and their
integrity should be assessed.

No plant-specific ARC are currently approved for STP.

Section 11 - Actions

The RCS Operational Leakage and Steam Generator Tube Integrity specifications require STP to
monitor SG performance against performance criteria in accordance with the Steam Generator
Program.

During plant operation, monitoring is performed using the operational leakage criterion.
Exceeding that criterion will lead to a plant shutdown in accordance with TS 3.4.6.2. Once
shutdown, the Steam Generator Program will ensure that the cause of the operational leakage is
determined and corrective actions are taken to prevent recurrence. Operation may resume when
the requirements of the Steam Generator Program have been met. This requirement is
unchanged from the current technical specifications.

Also during plant operation the licensee may discover an error or omission that indicates a
failure to implement a required plugging or repair during a previous SG inspection. Under these
circumstances, the licensee is expected to take the actions required by the Steam Generator Tube
Integrity specification. If a performance criterion has been exceeded, a principal safety barrier
has been challenged, and 10 CFR 50.72(b)(3)(ii)(A) and 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(ii)(A) require NRC
notification and the submittal of a report containing the cause and corrective actions to prevent
recurrence. The Steam Generator Program additionally requires that the report contain
information on the performance criteria exceeded and the basis for the planned operating cycle.
The current TS only address operational leakage during operations and therefore do not include
the proposed requirement.

During Modes 5 and 6, the operational leakage criterion is not applicable, and the SGs will be
inspected as required by the surveillance in the Steam Generator Tube Integrity specification. A
condition monitoring assessment of the "as found" condition of the SG tubes will be performed
to determine the condition of the SGs with respect to the structural integrity and accident leakage
performance criteria. If the performance criteria are not met, the Steam Generator Program
requires ascertaining the cause and determining corrective actions to prevent recurrence.
Operation may resume when the requirements of the Steam Generator Program have been met.

The proposed TS change to the actions required upon exceeding the operational leakage criterion
is conservative with respect to the current TS as explained in Section 2 above.

The current TS do not address actions required while operating if it is discovered that the
structural integrity or accident induced leakage performance criteria or repair criteria are
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exceeded, so the proposed change is conservative with respect to the current technical
specifications.

If performance or repair criteria are exceeded while shutdown, the affected tubes must be
plugged. A report will be submitted to the NRC in accordance with TS 6.9.1.7. The changes in
the required reports are discussed below.

Section 12 - Steam Generator Repair Methods

Repair methods are those means used to reestablish the RCPB integrity of SG tubes without
removing the tube from service. Plugging a SG tube is not a repair.

The purpose of a repair is typically to reestablish or replace the RCPB. The proposed Steam
Generator Tube Integrity surveillance requirements require tubes that satisfy the tube repair
criteria to be plugged in accordance with the Steam Generator Program. No repair methods
are currently listed in the STP Steam Generator Program or are proposed by this change.

Steam generator tubes experiencing a damage form or mechanism for which no depth sizing
capability exists are "plugged (or repaired) on detection" and their integrity is assessed. This
requirement is unchanged by the proposed TS. Note that SG plug designs do not require NRC
review and therefore plugging is not considered a repair in the context of this requirement.

The proposed approach is not a change to the TS.

Section 13 - Reporting Requirements

The current TS require the following reports:

* A report listing the number of tubes plugged in each SG submitted within 15 days of the
end of the inspection

* A SG inspection results report submitted within 12 months after the inspection

* Reports required pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73

The proposed addition of TS 6.9.1.7 replaces the 15-day and the SG 12-month inspection
reports with one report required within 180 days after initial entry into Mode 4 following
inspection. The proposed report contains more information than the current SG inspection
report. This provision expands the report to provide more substantive information and will
be sent earlier (180 days versus 12 months). This allows the licensee and NRC to focus
their attention on the more significant conditions.

The guidance in NUREG-1022, Rev. 2, "Event Reporting Guidelines 10 CFR 50.72 and
50.73," identifies serious SG tube degradation as an example of an event or condition that
results in the condition of the nuclear power plant, including its principal safety barriers,
being seriously degraded. Steam generator tube degradation is considered serious if the
tubing fails to meet structural integrity and accident induced leakage performance criteria.
Serious SG tube degradation would be reportable in accordance with 10 CFR
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50.72(b)(3)(ii)(A) and 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(ii)(A) requiring NRC notification and the
submittal of a report containing the cause and corrective actions to prevent recurrence.

The proposed reporting requirements are an improvement as compared to those required by
the current technical specifications. The proposed reporting requirements are more useful in
identifying the degradation mechanisms and determining their effects. In the unlikely event
that a performance criterion is not met, NEI 97-06 (Ref. 1) directs the licensee to submit
additional information on the root cause of the condition and the basis for the next operating
cycle.

The changes to the reporting requirements are performance-based. The new requirements
remove the burden of unnecessary reports from both the NRC and the licensee, while ensuring
that critical information related to problems and significant tube degradation is reported more
completely and, when required, more expeditiously than under the current technical
specifications.

Section 14 - SG Terminology

The proposed Steam Generator Tube Integrity specification Bases explain a number of terms
that are important to the function of the Steam Generator Program. The Bases are controlled by
the STP Technical Specification Bases Control Program, which appears in the TS
Administrative Controls as TS 6.8.3.m.

The terms are described below.

1. Accident induced leakage rate means the primary-to-secondary leakage rate occurring
during postulated accidents other than a SGTR. This includes the primary-to-secondary
leakage rate existing immediately prior to the accident plus additional primary-to-
secondary leakage induced during the accident.

Primary-to-secondary leakage is a factor in the dose releases outside containment
resulting from a limiting design basis accident. The potential primary-to-secondary
leak rate during postulated design basis accidents must not cause radiological dose
consequences in excess of the 10 CFR 100 guidelines for offaite doses, or the
GDC- 19 requirements for control room personnel, or other NRC approved
licensing basis.

2. The LCO section of Steam Generator Tube Integrity Bases defines the term "burst" as
"the gross structural failure of the tube wall. The condition typically corresponds to an
unstable opening displacement (e.g., opening area increased in response to constant
pressure) accompanied by ductile (plastic) tearing of the tube material at the ends of the
degradation."

Since a burst definition is required for condition monitoring, a definition that can be
analytically defined and is capable of being assessed via in situ and laboratory testing is
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necessary. Furthermore, the definition must be consistent with ASME Code
requirements, and apply to most forms of tube degradation.

The definition developed for tube burst is consistent with the testimony of James Knight
(Ref. 9), and the historical guidance of draft Regulatory Guide 1.121 (Ref. 10). The
definition of burst per these documents is in relation to gross failure of the pressure
boundary, e.g., "the degree of loading required to burst or collapse a tube wall is
consistent with the design margins in Section III of the ASME B&PV Code (Ref. 11)."
Burst, or gross failure, according to the Code would be interpreted as a catastrophic
failure of the pressure boundary.

The above definition of burst was chosen for a number of reasons:

* The burst definition supports field application of the condition monitoring
process. For example, verification of structural integrity during condition
monitoring may be accomplished via in situ testing. Since these tests do not
have the capability to provide an unlimited water supply or the capability to
maintain pressure under certain leakage scenarios, opening area may be more a
function of fluid reservoir rather than tube strength. Additionally, in situ
designs with bladders may not be reinforced. In certain cases, the bladder may
rupture when tearing or extension of the defect has not occurred. This condition
may simply mean the opening of the flanks of the defect was sufficient to permit
extrusion of the bladder, and that the actual, or true, burst pressure was not
achieved during the test. The burst definition addresses this issue.

* The definition does not characterize local instability or "ligament pop-through" as
a burst. The onset of ligament tearing need not coincide with the onset of a full
burst. For example, an axial crack about 0.5" long with a uniform depth at 98% of
the tube wall would be expected to fail the remaining ligament (i.e., extend the
crack tip in the radial direction) due to deformation during pressurization at a
pressure below that required to cause extension at the tips in the axial direction.
Thus, this would represent a leakage situation as opposed to a burst situation and a
factor of safety of three against crack extension in the axial direction may still be
demonstrated. Similar conditions have been observed for localized deep wear
indications.

3. The LCO section of Steamn Generator Tube Integrity Bases defines a SG tube as,
"the entire length of the tube, including the tube wall between the tube-to-
tubesheet weld at the tube inlet and the tube-to-tubesheet weld at the tube outlet.
The tube-to-tubesheet weld is not considered part of the tube."

This definition ensures that all portions of SG tubes that are part of the RCPB,
with the exception of the tube-to-tubesheet weld, are subject to Steam Generator
Program requirements. The definition is also intended to exclude tube ends that
cannot be NDE inspected by eddy current. If there are concerns in the area of
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the tube end, they will be addressed by NDE techniques if possible or by using
other methods if necessary.

For the purposes of SG tube integrity inspection, any weld metal in the area of the
tube end is not considered part of the tube. This is necessary since the acceptance
requirements for tubing and weld metals are different.

4. The LCO section of Steam Generator Tube Integrity Bases defines the term "collapse"
as "For the load displacement curve for a given structure, collapse occurs at the top of
the load versus displacement curve where the slope of the curve becomes zero."

In dealing with pure pressure loadings, burst is the only failure mechanism of interest. If
bending loads are introduced in combination with pressure loading, the definition of
failure must be broadened to encompass both burst and bending collapse. Which failure
mode applies depends on the relative magnitude of the pressure and bending loads and
also on the nature of any flaws that may be present in the tube.

Conclusion:

The proposed changes will provide greater assurance of SG tube integrity than that offered by
the current TS. The proposed requirements are performance based and provide the flexibility to
adopt new technology as it matures. These changes are consistent with the guidance in
NEI 97-06 (Ref. 1).

Adopting the proposed changes will provide added assurance that SG tubing will remain capable
of fulfilling its specific safety function of maintaining RCPB integrity.

5.0 REGULATORY ANALYSIS

5.1 No Significant Hazards Consideration

The proposed change revises TS Sections 3/4.4.5 and 3/4.4.6.2, and adds Sections 6.8.3.o and
6.9.1.7. The proposed changes are necessary in order to implement the guidance for the industry
initiative on NEI 97-06, "Steam Generator Program Guidelines," (Ref. 1).

STPNOC has evaluated whether a significant hazards consideration is involved with the
proposed generic change by focusing on the three standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, as
discussed below:

1. Does the proposed change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Response: No
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The proposed change requires a Steam Generator Program that includes performance criteria that
will provide reasonable assurance that the SG tubing will retain integrity over the full range of
operating conditions (including startup, operation in the power range, hot standby, cooldown,
and all anticipated transients included in the design specification). The SG performance criteria
are based on tube structural integrity, accident induced leakage, and operational leakage.

The structural integrity performance criterion is:

All inservice SG tubes shall retain structural integrity over the full range of
normal operating conditions (including startup, operation in the power range, hot
standby, and cooldown, and all anticipated transients included in the design
specification) and design basis accidents. This includes retaining a safety factor
of 3.0 (3AP) against burst under normal steady state full power operation primary-
to-secondary pressure differential and a safety factor of 1.4 against burst applied
to the design basis accident primary-to-secondary pressure differentials. Apart
from the above requirements, additional loading conditions associated with the
design basis accidents, or combination of accidents in accordance with the design
and licensing basis, shall also be evaluated to determine if the associated loads
contribute significantly to burst or collapse. In the assessment of tube integrity,
those loads that do significantly affect burst or collapse shall be determined and
assessed in combination with the loads due to pressure with a safety factor of 1.2
on the combined primary loads and 1.0 on axial secondary loads.

The accident induced leakage performance criterion is:

The primary-to-secondary accident induced leakage rate for any design basis
accidents, other than a SG tube rupture, shall not exceed the leakage rate assumed
in the accident analysis in terms of total leakage rate for all SGs and leakage rate
for an individual SG. Accident induced leakage is not to exceed 1 gpm total for
all four SGs in a unit.

The operational leakage performance criterion is:

"The RCS operational primary-to-secondary leakage through any one SG shall
be limited to 150 gallons per day."

An SGTR event is one of the design basis accidents analyzed as part of the plant licensing
basis. In the analysis of an SGTR event, a bounding primary-to-secondary leakage rate equal
to the operational leakage rate limits in the licensing basis plus the leakage rate associated
with a double-ended rupture of a single tube is assumed.

For other design basis accidents such as MSLB, rod ejection, and reactor coolant pump locked
rotor, the tubes are assumed to retain their structural integrity (i.e., they are assumed not to
rupture). At STP these analyses assume that the total primary-to-secondary leakage is I gpm.
The accident induced leakage criterion introduced by the proposed changes accounts for tubes
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that may leak during design basis accidents. The accident induced leakage criterion limits this
leakage to no more than the value assumed in the accident analysis.

The SG performance criteria proposed in this change to the TS identify the standards
against which tube integrity is to be measured. Meeting the performance criteria provides
reasonable assurance that the SG tubing will remain capable of fulfilling its specific safety
function of maintaining RCPB integrity throughout each operating cycle and in the unlikely
event of a design basis accident. The performance criteria are only a part of the Steam
Generator Program required by the proposed change to the TS. The program, defined by
NEI 97-06, includes a framework that incorporates a balance of prevention, inspection,
evaluation, repair, and leakage monitoring.

The consequences of design basis accidents are, in part, functions of the dose equivalent
I-131 in the primary coolant and the primary-to-secondary leakage rates resulting from an
accident. Therefore, limits are included in the TS for operational leakage and for dose
equivalent I-131 in primary coolant to ensure the plant is operated within its analyzed
condition. The analysis of the limiting design basis accident assumes that primary-to-
secondary leak rate after the accident is 1 gpm with no more than 500 gpd in any one SG,
and that the reactor coolant activity levels of dose equivalent 1-131 are at the TS values
before the accident.

The proposed change does not affect the design of the SGs, their method of operation, or
primary coolant chemistry controls. The proposed approach updates the current TS and
enhances the requirements for SG inspections. The proposed change does not adversely
impact any other previously evaluated design basis accident and is an improvement over the
current TS.

Therefore, the proposed change does not affect the consequences of an SGTR accident and
the probability of such an accident is reduced. In addition, the proposed changes do not
affect the consequences of an MSLB, rod ejection, or a reactor coolant pump locked rotor
event.

2. Does the proposed change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

Response: No

The proposed performance-based requirements are an improvement over the requirements
imposed by the current TS.

Implementation of the proposed Steam Generator Program will not introduce any adverse
changes to the plant design basis or postulated accidents resulting from potential tube
degradation. The result of the implementation of the Steam Generator Program will be an
enhancement of SG tube performance. Primary-to-secondary leakage that may be experienced
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during all plant conditions will be monitored to ensure it remains within current accident analysis
assumptions.

The proposed change does not affect the design of the SGs, their method of operation, or primary
or secondary coolant chemistry controls. In addition, the proposed change does not impact any
other plant system or component. The change enhances SG inspection requirements.

Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different type of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the proposed change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

Response: No

The SG tubes are an integral part of the RCPB and, as such, are relied upon to maintain the
primary system pressure and inventory. As part of the RCPB, the SG tubes are unique in that
they are also relied upon as a heat transfer surface between the primary and secondary systems
such that residual heat can be removed from the primary system. In addition, the SG tubes also
isolate the radioactive fission products in the primary coolant from the secondary system. In
summary, the safety function of a SG is maintained by ensuring the integrity of its tubes.

Steam generator tube integrity is a function of the design, environment, and the physical
condition of the tube. The proposed change does not affect tube design or operating
environment. The proposed change is expected to result in an improvement in tube integrity by
implementing the Steam Generator Program to manage SG tube inspection, assessment, repair,
and plugging. The requirements established by the Steam Generator Program are consistent with
those in the applicable design codes and standards and are an improvement over the requirements
in the current TS.

For the above reasons, the margin of safety is not changed and overall plant safety will be
enhanced by the proposed change to the TS.

5.2 Applicable Regulatory Requirements/Criteria

The regulatory requirements applicable to SG tube integrity are the following:

10 CFR 50.55a. Codes and Standards - Section (b), ASME Code - c) Reactor coolant pressure
boundary. (1) Components which are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary must meet
the requirements for Class I components in. Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code, except as provided in paragraphs (c)(2), (c)(3), and (c)(4) of this section.

The proposed change and the Steam Generator Program requirements which underlie it are in
full compliance with the ASME Code. The proposed TS are more effective at ensuring tube
integrity and, therefore, compliance with the ASME Code, than the current technical
specifications as described in Section 4.0.
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10 CFR 50.65 Maintenance Rule - Each holder of a license to operate a nuclear power plant
under 10 CFR 50.21(b) or 50.22 shall monitor the performance or condition of structures,
systems, or components, against licensee-established goals, in a manner sufficient to provide
reasonable assurance that such structures, systems, and components, as defined in paragraph (b),
are capable of fulfilling their intended functions. Such goals shall be established commensurate
with safety and, where practical, take into account industry-wide operating experience. When
the performance or condition of a structure, system, or component does not meet established
goals, appropriate corrective action shall be taken. For a nuclear power plant for which the
licensee has submitted the certifications specified in 10 CFR 50.82(a)(1), this section only shall
apply to the extent that the licensee shall monitor the performance or condition of all structures,
systems, or components associated with the storage, control, and maintenance of spent fuel in a
safe condition, in a manner sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that such structures,
systems, and components are capable of fulfilling their intended functions.

Under the Maintenance Rule, licensees classify SGs as risk-significant components because they
are relied on to remain functional during and after design basis events. The performance criteria
included in the proposed technical specifications are used to demonstrate that the condition of the
SG "is being effectively controlled through the performance of appropriate preventive
maintenance" [Maintenance Rule section (a)(2)]. If the performance criteria are not met, a root
cause determination of appropriate depth is done and the results evaluated to determine if goals
should be established per section (a)(1) of the Maintenance Rule.

NEI 97-06 and its referenced EPRI guidelines define a SG program that provides the appropriate
preventive maintenance that meets the intent of the Maintenance Rule. NUMARC 93- 01,
"Industry Guideline for Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants,"
(Ref. 13) offers guidance for implementing the Maintenance Rule should a licensee elect to
incorporate additional monitoring goals beyond the scope of those documented in NEI 97-06.

10 CFR 50. Appendix A. General Design Criterion (GDC) 14 - Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary. The reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be designed, fabricated, erected, and
tested so as to have an extremely low probability of abnormal leakage, or rapidly propagating
failure, and of gross rupture.

There are no changes to the SG design that impact this general design criterion. The evaluation
performed in Section 4.0 concludes that the proposed change will continue to comply with this
regulatory requirement.

10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 30- Quality of reactor coolant pressure boundary. Components
which are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be designed, fabricated, erected,
and tested to the highest quality standards practical. Means shall be provided for detecting and,
to the extent practical, identifying the location of the source of reactor coolant leakage.

There are no changes to the SG design that impact this general design criterion. The evaluation
performed in Section 4.0 concludes that the proposed change will continue to comply with this
regulatory requirement.
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10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 32 -Inspection of reactor coolant pressure boundary.
Components which are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be designed to permit
(1) periodic inspection and testing of important areas and features to assess their structural and
leaktight integrity, and (2) an appropriate material surveillance program for the reactor pressure
vessel.

There are no changes to the SG design that impact this general design criterion. The evaluation
performed in Section 4.0 concludes that the proposed change will continue to comply with this
regulatory requirement.

GDC 14.30. and 32 of 10 CFR 50. Appendix A, define requirements for the RCPB with respect
to structural and leakage integrity. Steam generator tubing and tube repairs constitute a major
fraction of the RCPB surface area. Steam generator tubing and associated repair techniques and
components, such as plugs and sleeves, must be capable of maintaining reactor coolant inventory
and pressure. The Steam Generator Program required by the proposed TS establishes
performance criteria, repair criteria (no repair methods are currently approved or proposed for
STP), inspection intervals, and the methods necessary to meet them. These requirements provide
reasonable assurance that tube integrity will be met in the interval between SG inspections.

The proposed change provides requirements that are more effective in detecting SG degradation
and prescribing corrective actions. The proposed change results in added assurance of the
function and integrity of SG tubes. Therefore, based on the considerations discussed above:

1) There is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be
endangered by operation in the proposed manner,

2) Such activities will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's
regulations; and

3) Issuance of the amendment will not be inimical to the common defense and
security or to the health and safety of the public.

6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

A review has determined that the proposed change would change a requirement with respect to
installation or use of a facility component located within the restricted area, as defined in 10 CFR
20, or would change an inspection or surveillance requirement. However, the proposed change
does not involve (i) a significant hazards consideration, (ii) a significant change in the types or
significant increase in the amounts of any effluent that would be released offsite, or (iii) a
significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure. Accordingly,
the proposed change meets the eligibility criterion for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR
51.22(c)(9). Therefore, pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), no environmental impact statement or
environmental assessment need be prepared in connection with the proposed change.
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REACTOR COOLANT LOOPS AND COOLANT CIRCULATION
Startup and Power Operation
Hot Standby
Hot Shutdown
Cold Shutdown - Loops Filled
Cold Shutdown - Loops Not Filled

SAFETY VALVES
Shutdown
Operating

PRESSURIZER

RELIEF VALVES

STEAM GENERATORG
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STEAM GENERATOR TUBE INSPECTION

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE
Leakage Detection Systems
Operational Leakage
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SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 REACTOR COOLANT SPECIFIC
ACTIVITY LIMIT VERSUS PERCENT OF RATED THERMAL
POWER WITH THE REACTOR COOLANT SPECIFIC ACTIVITY
>1 pCigram DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131

REACTOR COOLANT SPECIFIC ACTIVITY SAMPLE AND
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PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE LIMITS

Reactor Coolant System

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM HEATUP LIMITATIONS -
APPLICABLE UP TO 32 EFPY
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4-7
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4-9

4-10

4-12

4-17

I
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3/4
3/4

3/4

4-19
4-20

4-22
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4.4.5 STEAM GENERATOR ~TrU sT it|

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.5 Each steam generator rh:ll beq QPERABLE . 6 en hr bt-elf~

s~l searn generator tu essouwn~h t erpi-;tn:s e l~
e aired In ccordac 'amih th i teaji ra&?qa'j

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

[~Q~Separte entry

With ono or more stoam gonoreto inoporable, restoro the inoporablo gonerator(s) to
_.FR- _.= statEWus pnorF .9 lnweasig .Tavg abve 2WF-.

i oe or mre ~stear 060 ff~-~"- qF~~_
not plugged or repaired i.n. accriance wth the Steam PeTerator

grams a wthn, day verif tu& itity of he~ifeted tubets)
aintaine uitilthe nex inspections HOTSTAnJ;

~dj~•~ bLD SjVTDOW within ft1~ et3 o
No

Plu orrepirte afflecte-d tues)I a n-rdlc-ewi'th-the 'Stea-m Grhh
fo grmoto entering HQT next rfHuitDNw

e orsteam enerator tube Ins ection

~L~~it seamgeeraortub itegit no m fntied- be"I OT STAND~
haO SDow the urs

SURVELLANCE REQUIREMENTS

1.A 1. arch re-tom gneerator helL~ bodomonetratod O CERABLE by perfoGrrano of th

following augmented incorvico inspoction program and the roquirmRonts of Specification
4.4.5.

4.4.5. Steam Genreator Sam;0l9 Selection and Ins13ction -En-h steam generatGF shall be
determined OPERABLE during shutdewn by selocting ad incpecting at least tho minimum number
of steaam genorator specified in Table 4.4 1. >if e a

nc Fith the oarinerato Pr, og

SOUTH TEXAS - UNITS I & 2 3/4 4-12 Unit I - Amendment No. 88, 107, 161
Unit 2 - Amendment No.77,984, 142



4.4.5.2 Ferify 'ateacni nspcted '$earn generatoru e nat sailes b m ejT I
nteriajs plugged or repaired In accordanceeith thSeteagm GeneratorPrmrpIlort

ta Qngrtatr TuoW Solocin a ed IR gnetin Tube steam generateF tube minimum
samplo size, ;npction recuft Glassiicatn and the cerre opndn;g artine required shall be as
epecified in Tablo 1.1 2. The ineervice incpection of steam generator tubes shall bo performed at
the ffrequen;cie epeified In Speccton A R1.5; and the inspetred tuber chaf be erified;r
acGoptable per the acceptance criteria of Specification 1.4.5.1. The tubeo oelocted for each
incrlce inspectioR shall incude at lelast 3% of the tAl number of nenlpugged tubes in all steam
generatorm; the tubes selectod for theos inspoctions shall be celected on a random basis except:

a. Where experience in similar plants with similar water chemiAtsy indicates critical aroas to
be inspocted, then at least 50% of the tubes inspected shall be from these critical areas;

b. The first sample of tubes cofectad for each inser.ice inspection (subsequent to the
preeserice inspection) of each steam generator chall include:

1) A_ nenpiugged tu_ es fatpreviously had detectaoie wall penetrations (groater tnan
24%*r

-j 1 ubes- in these areas whero expenece naE Inaicateg potontial prmobems. ana. .

SOUTH TEXAS - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4 4-12 Unit 1 -Amendment No. 09, 107, 154
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 77, 94, 442



RrAC VICICfIP Ahr SV ~rrTkd

gTRA~d CZKlmpATr~DQ

SURVEILA.NCE DREQUIREMENTS (Co{ntinued)

3) A tube inspeotion (purcuan;t to gpecifcation 4.4.6.4a.ID) chall be pedvemd- on each
___l.ct..d tube. if any _,lected tube de__ not peomit the pascage of the oddy current
poFbe for _ tubAe inpectlon, th;e rhall hb recorded and ar adjaenRt tube hall be

c Alected and subjected to a tube inopection.

. I
G. The tubes solectod as the second and third I

ipn-rin io may be subjected to a p
�a
6-41

mples (if required by Table 1.1 2)
tial tube *tripetio;n proided:

during each I

I

1) T-he tuberrcelected forthecerar:mplec in;c
cheet arr-ay whore tubes with impeGecticvm e

_. .

le the tubes from thoco aree
worer ro vioucly found, an- d

m4 of tho -bhe

2) The inspections include those portions of the tuber whore imperfection wore previoucly
fou nd.

The rocftr of each cm vple Insp^tion e^hall beq clarrfied Into one of the follo inag three
Gategogres

Categer: inspeGotm Recults

CA LOEE than 6% of the total tubec incpectad are degraded tubes and none of the
inspoctod tUbE are defective.

C 2 One or mere !jbes, but net more than 19% of the total tubes inspected are defoctive,
or between 6% and 10% of the total tubes inspectod are degraded tubes.

C 3 More than 10%04 of the total tubes inspected are degraded tubes or more than 1% of
th e InA e cted t be c are def ective.

Note: Ir all inope#otfo Ie p r e u yl'; degraded t-b^ec
,L -L- - -- I 4- - - - -A- - r- 2-I..A--A !- I--- ----

.RF wc nTTrI7rr-l=urTrrm GRE (greater than; 10%0)
r___+___ __1_ a_+;A__*UruioF Wallu P5HunuirHuoFi5 10 Ut InHAW85la in tHU aW uRIu pUldCvUFRwa u uc i o

I I .H .I V ^- LA | a11 a. a A .- I a 61 . .Ib uuid E- ~ U H i &urid 1 i 'i ;I
82,83,00,06,107, 115,151

Unit I A- n ndment No.
Unit 2 Amendmont No.

77, 3, 04 ,4 4 4 133,112



REACTOR COOLAMNT SYSTEM

STEAM $ ENERATORS

SZI 109i=711 I ANMEr RrQ1~I IIOUITS

1.1.5.3 Inspoction Frequencies The above required insoreico inspections of steam gonorator tubes shall
be porfomoed at the following frequencies:

e. The first insorvico inspection following steam generator replacement shall bo performed
ater 6 Effctivo Fl s sPmoer Monnt hs but within 21 calendar month to in;tial lriticalt' after the
steam generator replaGement. Subsequent in0rvice inspections shall be performed at
intervals of not less than 12 nor more than 21 calendar months aftor the previous inspoction.
If two coRsecutive nperonr not iRcludRng th precrvico rispectien,; rFesut inall inspetoten
results falling into the C I category or if two consecutive inspections demonstrate that
previoeusly obsorved degradation has-not continued and no additional degradation has
occurred, the iRspection ;nteral mal tbe eXtended to A MAXiMum of once per 10 months;

iote: lrer-v;ce Inspeionr is Re required during th ete
r-ela.ement out"ea.

iam generator

Note: ForF Unit I, a one time inspection interval of a maximum of once peril4 months i
allowed for the inspegtion performed immediately following 1REI0. This is an
GXceptoRn to 4 4 2_a in that the i;terval exteRsion is based oen all of the reSUlts ot
onee inspetion falling into the C 1 category.

b. If the r4esults of the insorvice inspection of a steam generator conducted in accordance with
Table 1.4 2 at 10 month iRterwals fall in Category C 3, the inspection requency shall be
increased to at least once per 20 months. The increase in inspection frequency shall apply
until the subsequent inspections satisfy the criteria of Specification 4.1.5.3a.; the interval
may then be exteRded to a maximum of onre per 40 mnRRths; an

a. Additienal, un;sleduled insoreic 'i
accordance with the first sample Ins4-~~ ~ ~ ... - &-

R,pectlons shall be performed en each rte
….u f---- ..--A ;_ TrL-1- A A *- AL

iam geseFatGF-In
L- . L-j - . -

pucurvii 5puciiiou ifn w auiu 'ifi euurwitg ttiu biutuuv.'n
btli;)bt:1f4ldWl It ttd tit my WI tf MI lidiltdWil mg tAdl itiltild! lb.

1) Primary to secondary tube leaks (not including leaks originating from tu
welds) in exess ef ther Imits of gpecifirmtten 3..6.2, or

2) A seisœmic occu-enc greater thaR theCOperating1Basisg Cahquake,-oF

ibo to tube sheet

^ v ^ | _ _ _ _ r _ _ _ | _ _ L

Itsj A loss GT cocian accIconTrequiring actuation of the Engineered Safety Featres, r

_ _ _ _ _

1) A-main steam iin orFteeawaxor !in~e vreaK.

- -e . -_v. - "9 | - n -11 . � A

buli i 14 i 1-=AAb UN! i b i & i� igM q iiq Unit I Amesdment No4 07,n 10,162
I In.t ' A - ^-A ^ t .K^ flA

--- - -W



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEN1

RTFAM GFKEP2AFQrO

URVIEILLI1I ANCE REQUA IREMENITS (Coinued

a. AAc ucord in thic cpecnication:

1) Tubes meaFnc that pe fien of the- tuba hic-h fo~ms the primar,' sycte~m to ceoondRGar,'cycteM
pressure boundarw;

2) Imoerfection means an exception to tho dimenmions, finish, or contour of a tubo from that
required by fabrication drawings or specificatiens. Eddy current tosting indicationc below
20% of the nominal tube wall thickness, if detectable, may bo considered as imperfoctions;

3) Doeradation means a service induced cracking, waktag, wear, or general corrosion
cunon elther inidoe or oeutside of a tube;

1) DPeraded Tube means a tube eontaining imporfections greater than or equal to 20% of the
nominal wall thicknesc caused by degradation;

6) °.e Degradation moans the percnhtage of the tube wall thicknkcc affected or removed by
degradation

6) Dofect moan- an imperfection of such soverity that it oxceeds the plugging limit. A tube
containing a defect ie defective;

7) Pluggingm Limit moana the imperfection depth at or beyondC Which the tuIbe chall be
removed from corev and ic equal to 140% of the nmminal tube Wall thick[nec-

8) Unesrvicoable dosAcribo the condition of a tube if it leakg or containS a defect large
enough to affect its Structural integrity in the event of an Operating Basis Earthquako,

aoca of coolant accident, or a steam line or foodwater line break mg spocified in
gpecifcation 4.4.5.39.. above;

0) Tube Inesection mgana an incpoctien of the steam generator tube from the point ot
entry (hot leg side) completely around the U bend to the top support of the cold log;

10) PrecerAice Inssection moana an inspection of the full length of each tube in each Steam
generator performed by eddy current techniquer prior to corAico to ostablich a baselino
condition of the tubing. This incpection chail be performed prior to intial MO.A.IM
OPERA.TION using the equipment and techniques expected to be used during subsequent
insorico incpoctien.

SOUTH TERAS U-IlTS I & 2 3M 1-15 Unit I Amendment No. 83,00,96,107, 154
Unit 2 Amendment No. 77,83,91, 142



RrACTOR COOFLNT SYSTEM

STEAM GENERA TORS

SURYEILLA.NCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

b) The cteam generator chal! be detemlined OPERRABLE after plugging al tubee |
exceeding the plugging limit and all tubo" containing trough waIl cracke required
by Table .4 2.

a. Within 15 days following the completion of each inservice inspoction of steam generator
tubes, the number of tuboc plugged or ropaired in each steam generator chall be reported
to the Commiscion in a Special Report;

b. The complete rFsults of the stoam generator tube incr ico in poction tshai! be cubmitted
in a Special Report within; 12 months follew:ing the completion of the inepectio. This
Special Repert sha! incue-':s

1 ) Number and extent of tubes inspected,

2) Location and percent of wall-thickness penetration for each indication of an
imporfotionG, and

3) Identification} of tubes plugged or repaired.

c. Recults of stoam generator tube inspections which fall into Categor; C 3 Shall be roeprted I
In a special Report within 30 days ind prier to reSumptien of plant operation. Thic roport
shall provide a deccription of invectigations condueted to determine CaUcE of the tube
degradat!on and corrective measures taken to prevent rocurrence.

SOUTH.00,06,107 1115, 161,164
SOUTH TE7X.A S UNIT-S I A 2 214 4 16 Unlit I Amendment Wno

Unit 2 Amendment No.
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TABLE4 1.

MAINPIMUM NIUMBE-R OF- S-TEAM GENE-RATORS TO BE
.. ._b____ A. ... . .. .__PIS~fdb56IhO UJWFl4tNK INM hERVIE 4NSFZFECT-5QN

PeroceFVice !ncp8ot!on NO yee

No. Of SteAm Gonom-FatGn peF nItR Twe ThMee Feuw TMo Three Feow

FirSt InSSr~ioe InaPeGtion A# 1e T-WG T-W

Second & Sib~eqeguot IncR68PAo ISSPect!Gnc one_4 One-4 a~- ~-

TAIRIF R hTATI()MO

i

z

.1
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. A_ _ 
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DAY 01D1LIOC IKIDQEQTf%rlKI- - ^ ffi ^C!TA ^ ^^ �=sl=1

1-T. SAMP41LE INRSPETION 2ND SAMPLES INSPECTION 3RD SAMPLE INSPEGTION
S ae m Zeon A RequirReod Acton RReuquired

AG,4 None NA NA NA NA.

Plug or bS PeF r4defeefive -4. None NA NA

tuboc ~~~ ~ ~ tu o and in po t__ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _ __ _

ldditontall2 tuboc inl thie l Pthug S.Gr ap~ ooorC None NA

addion aS. t nt G-2 Plug defe~ocfi tuber,

PoGA ein feor N..e4. NA
C 3 moult of fiost samplo.

Alall oue s AUthr .G. None NGAa NAC

tubes in ocohr G.Some S.G.6 C4 2 ofomNOtn for C- 2 N-A- NA6
but no addItIoARR S. routof ind samplo

Add4enal Icpo1t betocin eah NA N.A
&-G.iefC;3 S. G. and plug doefedlr.'

N
W - D _1 . _1 - A .

8S -N whore N i6 the nUm~bor Of tetoAm go tRoi tho unit, AM R IS tho R numbr of AteaM goneomtoro inoPected dwing an
n

nepoetionn
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.6.2 Reactor Coolant System E d~joha leakage shall be limited to:

a. No PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE,

b. 1 gpm UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE,

c. 150 gallons per day of primary-to-secondary leakage through any one steam generator,

d. 10 gpm IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE from the Reactor Coolant System, and

e. 0.5 gpm leakage per nominal inch of valve size up to a maximum of 5 gpm at a Reactor
Coolant System pressure of 2235 ± 20 psig from any Reactor Coolant System Pressure
Isolation Valve specified in Table 3.4-1.*

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1,2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

a. With any PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE, k
Wiithitf: be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN

within the following 30 hours.

b. -i f.

.ycI~irnwros. r kof~ear fl' eruA n '.'i!oc Wth'Reactor totlant System n peratinat
la aboveE~ fl H ip, reduce E

l akage to within limits within 4 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

c. With any Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valve leakage greater than the
above limit, Isolate the high pressure portion of the affected system from the low pressure
portion within 4 hours by use of at least two closed manual or deactivated automatic
valves, or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

*Test pressures less than 2235 psig but greater than 150 psig are allowed. Observed leakage shall
be adjusted for the actual test pressure up to 2235 psig assuming the leakage to be directly
proportional to pressure differential to the one-half power.

SOUTH TEXAS - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4 4-20 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 83, 90
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 7



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

4.4.6.2.1 '.Ff.fl amopt

Reactor Coolant Systemeo leakagej shall be demonstrated to be within each
of the above limits by:

a. Monitoring the containment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity and particulate
radioactivity channels at least once per 12 hours;

b. Monitoring the containment normal sump inventory and discharge at least once
per 12 hours;

c. Performance of a Reactor Coolant System water inventory balance at least once
per 72 hours; and 1

d. Monitoring the Reactor Head Flange Leakoff System at least once per 24 hours.

4.4.6.2.2 Each Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valve specified in Table
3.4-1 shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by verifying leakage to be within its limit:

a. At least once per 18 months,

b. Prior to entering MODE 2 whenever the plant has been in COLD SHUTDOWN
for 72 hours or more and if leakage testing has not been performed in the
previous 9 months,

c. Prior to returning the valve to service following maintenance, repair or
replacement work on the valve, and

d. Prior to entering MODE 2 following valve actuation due to automatic or manual
action or flow through the valve except for valves XRHOO60 A, B, C, and XRHOO61
A, B, C.

~~~ay dleag'e Sialb
j 1` t ay on ea oge ro atleast nce cor

The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable for entry into MODE 3 or 4.

SOUTH TEXAS - UNITS I & 2 3/4 4-21 Unit I - Amendment No. 83, 90
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 77



6.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
6.8 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals

6.8.3.n (continued)

2) The ODCM shall also contain descriptions of the radioactive
effluent controls and radiological environmental monitoring
activities, and descriptions of the information that should be
included in the Annual Radiological Environmental Operating
Report and the Radiological Effluent Release Report required by
Specifications 6.9.1.3 and 6.9.1.4.

3) Licensee-initiated changes to the ODCM:

a) Shall be documented and records of reviews performed
shall be retained.

This documentation shall contain:

1. Sufficient information to support the changes
together with the appropriate analyses or
evaluations justifying the changes and

2. A determination that the changes maintain the
levels of radioactive effluent control required by 10
CFR 20.1 302, 40 CFR 190, 10 CFR 50.36a, and
10 CFR 50, Appendix I, and do not adversely
impact the accuracy or reliability of effluent, dose,
or setpoint calculations.

b) Shall become effective after approval of the plant
manager.

c) Shall be submitted to the NRC in the form of a complete,
legible copy of the entire ODCM as a part of or concurrent
with the Radioactive Effluent Release Report for the period
of the report in which any change to the ODCM was made.
Each change shall be identified by markings in the margin
of the affected pages, clearly indicating the area of the
page that was changed, and shall indicate the date (month
and year) the change was Implemented.

o. Steam Generator Proaram

A Steam Generator Program shall be established and implemented to
ensure that steam generator (SG) tube integrity is maintained. In
addition, the Steam Generator Program shall include the following
provisions:

SOUTH TEXAS - UNITS 1 & 2 6-12 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 454
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 139



6.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
6.8 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals

6.8.3.o (continued)

a. Provisions for condition monitoring assessments. Condition monitoring
assessment means an evaluation of the "as found" condition of the tubing
with respect to the performance criteria for structural integrity and
accident induced leakage. The "as found" condition refers to the
condition of the tubing during an SG inspection outage, as determined
from the inservice inspection results or by other means, prior to the
plugging or repair of tubes. Condition monitoring assessments shall be
conducted during each outage during which the SG tubes are inspected,
plugged, or repaired to confirm that the performance criteria are being
met.

b. Performance criteria for SG tube integrity. Steam generator tube integrity
shall be maintained by meeting the performance criteria for tube structural
integrity, accident induced leakage, and operational leakage.

1. Structural integrity performance criterion. All inservice SG tubes
shall retain structural integrity over the full range of normal
operating conditions (including startup, operation in the power
range, hot standby, and cooldown and all anticipated transients
included in the design specification) and design basis accidents.
This includes retaining a safety factor of 3.0 (3AP) against burst
under normal steady state full power operation primary-to-
secondary pressure differential and a safety factor of 1.4 against
burst applied to the design basis accident primary-to-secondary
pressure differentials. Apart from the above requirements,
additional loading conditions associated with the design basis
accidents, or combination of accidents in accordance with the
design and licensing basis, shall also be evaluated to determine if
the associated loads contribute significantly to burst or collapse.
In the assessment of tube integrity, those loads that do
significantly affect burst or collapse shall be determined and
assessed In combination with the loads due to pressure with a
safety factor of 1.2 on the combined primary loads and 1.0 on
axial secondary loads.

2. Accident induced leakage performance criterion. The primary-to-
secondary accident induced leakage rate for any design basis
accident, other than a SG tube rupture, shall not exceed the
leakage rate assumed In the accident analysis in terms of total
leakage rate for all SGs and leakage rate for an individual SG.
Accident induced leakage is not to exceed 1 gpm total for all four
SGs in one unit, except for specific types of degradation at
specific locations where the NRC has approved greater accident

SOUTH TEXAS - UNITS 1 & 2 6-12a Unit 1 - Amendment No.
Unit 2 - Amendment No.



6.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
6.8 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals

6.8.3.o (continued)

induced leakage as part of the licensing basis. Exceptions to the
1 gpm limit can be applied if approved by the NRC in conjunction
with approved alternate repair criteria.

3. The operational leakage performance criterion is specified in LCO
3.4.6.2, 'Reactor Coolant System Operational Leakage."

c. Provisions for SG tube repair criteria. Tubes found by inservice
inspection to contain flaws with a depth equal to or exceeding 40% of the
nominal tube wall thickness shall be plugged or repaired.

d. Provisions for SG tube inspections. Periodic SG tube inspections shall be
performed. The number and portions of the tubes inspected and methods
of inspection shall be performed with the objective of detecting flaws of
any type (e.g., volumetric flaws, axial and circumferential cracks) that may
be present along the length of the tube, from the tube-to-tubesheet weld
at the tube inlet to the tube-to-tubesheet weld at the tube outlet, and that
may satisfy the applicable tube repair criteria. The tube-to-tubesheet
weld is not part of the tube. In addition to meeting the requirements of d.1,
d.2, and d.3 below, the inspection scope, Inspection methods, and
inspection intervals shall be such as to ensure that SG tube integrity is
maintained until the next SG inspection. An assessment of degradation
shall be performed to determine the type and location of flaws to which
the tubes may be susceptible and, based on this assessment, to
determine which inspection methods need to be employed and at what
locations.

1. Inspect 100% of the tubes in each SG during the first refueling
outage following SG replacement.

2. Inspect 100% of the tubes at sequential periods of 144, 108, 72,
and, thereafter, 60 effective full power months. The first
sequential period shall be considered to begin after the first
inservice inspection of the SGs. In addition, inspect 50% of the
tubes by the refueling outage nearest the midpoint of the period
and the remaining 50% by the refueling outage nearest the end of
the period. No SG shall operate for more than 72 effective full
power months or three refueling outages (whichever is less)
without being inspected.

SOUTH TEXAS - UNITS I & 2 6-12b Unit 1 - Amendment No. 4-4
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 438



6.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
6.8 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals

6.8.3.o (continued)

3. If crack indications are found in any SG tube, then the next
inspection for each SG for the degradation mechanism that
caused the crack indication shall not exceed 24 effective full
power months or one refueling outage (whichever is less). If
definitive information, such as from examination of a pulled tube,
diagnostic non-destructive testing, or engineering evaluation
indicates that a crack-like indication is not associated with a
crack(s), then the Indication need not be treated as a crack.

e. Provisions for monitoring operational primary-to-secondary leakage.

SOUTH TEXAS - UNITS 1 & 2 6-12c Unit 1 - Amendment No. 4-I
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 43Q



6.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
6.9 Reporting Requirements

6.9.1.6 (continued)

c. The core operating limits shall be determined so that all applicable limits
(e.g., fuel thermal-mechanical limits, core thermal-hydraulic limits,
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) limits, nuclear limits such as
shutdown margin, transient analysis limits, and accident analysis limits) of
the safety analysis are met.

d. The COLR, including any mid-cycle revisions or supplements, shall be
provided to the NRC upon issuance for each reload cycle.

6.9.1.7 Steam Generator Tube Inspection Report

A report shall be submitted within 180 days after the initial entry into MODE 4
following completion of an inspection performed in accordance with
Specification 6.8.3.o. The report shall include:

a. The scope of Inspections performed on each SG,

b. Active degradation mechanisms found,

c. Nondestructive examination techniques utilized for each degradation
mechanism,

d. Location, orientation (if linear), and measured sizes (if available) of
service induced indications,

e. Number of tubes plugged (or repaired) during the inspection outage for
each active degradation mechanism,

f. Total number and percentage of tubes plugged (or repaired) to date,

g. The results of condition monitoring, including the results of tube pulls and
In-situ testing,

h. Repair method utilized and the number of tubes repaired by each repair
method.

6.9.2 Not Used

SOUTH TEXAS - UNITS 1 & 2 6-17 Unit 1 - Amendment No.438, 144, 454
Unit 2 - Amendment No 427, 432, 13a
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3/4.4.5 STEAM GENERATORS 1NtGT

The burveillance Regulrenmntp fhr incpection of the cteam onoreatortubes
encure that the ctructural integrity of this portion of the RCS will bo mAinAined. Tho
program fr neri ipcepotion of cteam gnot tube reb d _on amedodirfin ot
Regulator; Guido 1.82, Revision 1. o m tr tubng
ecAontial in order to maintin curveillance of the conditions of the tubec in the event that
there it USevidonce of mechanical dmRage or pregrescivo degradation due to desionr
mnanufacturing error,, or incorvice conditlone that loAd to corrosion. Incsreice inspection
of steam generator tubing alSo preaViddeE a meanE of characterizing the naturo and CauSEO
of _an tube degradation r t;otatGr oirrecgtie mea-tres cr a 1n b taken.

The pant Is expected to b erated ia nr uch that the recondar;
coolant will be maintained within those chemistry limits found to minimize corrocion of
the steam generator tubos. If the socondary coolant chemistry is not msaintaind within
these IiRmtc, localied1 eorroin Rmay likely result In str-ec Gorroetio craing. The e~ent
of cracking during plat operation would be limited by the 3.1.6.2.c limitstion of nttam
generator tube leakage betReen thel Reactor ColantI Syter and the Secondary
Coolant Systom. Cracnk having a primary to secondary leakage lets than this limit
during operation hav'e a reasonably high likelihood of achioV.'ing leak before broak"

onditione. tOperatiRn plants have demoncfRated that primary_ to ccndar' loakagoe a_
IOw as 150 gallons per day per steam generator can readily be detected. Leakage in
exr.ce of this li-mt wil rFequire plaRt Shutdewu and an uncrheduled intpoctreraeR, during
which the loaking tuber will be located and plugged.

Wastago type defects aro unlikely with proper chomistry treatmont of the secondarY
eoolant. However, eVen f a defect Shold l develp i cr.i, it will be feund dur;ng

echoduled insermodc-.e ste-am generator tiation. Plugging Will b9 roquired fr afll
tuboc w'ith imperfections exceeding the plugging limit of 10% of the tube nominal wall
th;ikneec. Steam generator tu ihnA 'RpertAoS of operating ptants have demonstrated the
capability to roliably detct degradation that has penetrated 20% of the original tube wall
thinknt;Rr.

Whenever the reBultS of any steam generator tubing in-owReice incpection fall into
C---go- C 3' thoes results wit! be promptly roported to thCommittion9r in a Special
Report within 30 days and prior to rosumption of plant operation. Such CahOE will be
cnridored by the Commircin on a cate bycaste bar;rit and may result in a roquirnoent
for analysisl aboratory examinationt, ttets, additional eddy current incspctien, and
rpevinrn of the Technical S9peifications, If neoetar-y.

Background

Steam generator (SG) tubes are small diameter, thin walled tubes that carry
primary coolant through the primary to secondary heat exchangers. The SG tubes have
a number of important safety functions. SG tubes are an Integral part of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) and, as such, are relied on to maintain the primary
system's pressure and inventory. The SG tubes isolate the radioactive fission products
in the primary coolant from the secondary system. In addition, as part of the RCPB, the
SG tubes are unique in that they act as the heat transfer surface between the primary
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and secondary systems to remove heat from the primary system. This Specification
addresses only the RCPB integrity function of the SG.

SG tube integrity means that the tubes are capable of performing their intended
RCPB safety function consistent with the licensing basis, including applicable regulatory
requirements.

SG tubing is subject to a variety of degradation mechanisms. SG tubes may
experience tube degradation related to corrosion phenomena, such as wastage, pitting,
intergranular attack, and stress corrosion cracking, along with other mechanically
induced phenomena such as denting and wear. These degradation mechanisms can
impair tube integrity if they are not managed effectively. The SG performance criteria
are used to manage SG tube degradation.

Specification 6.8.3.o, 'Steam Generator Program," requires that a program be
established and implemented to ensure that SG tube integrity is maintained. Pursuant to
Specification 6.8.3.o, tube integrity is maintained when the SG performance criteria are
met. There are three SG performance criteria: structural integrity, accident induced
leakage, and operational leakage. The SG performance criteria are described in
Specification 6.8.3.o. Meeting the SG performance criteria provides reasonable
assurance of maintaining tube integrity at normal and accident conditions.

The processes used to meet the SG performance criteria are defined by the
Steam Generator Program Guidelines (Ref. 1).

ApDlicable Safety Analyses

The steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) accident is the limiting design basis
event for SG tubes and avoiding an SGTR is the basis for this Specification. The
analysis of a SGTR event assumes a bounding primary-to-secondary leakage rate equal
to the operational leakage rate limits in LCO 3.4.6.2, "Reactor Coolant System
Operational Leakage," plus the leakage rate associated with a double-ended rupture of a
single tube. The accident analysis for a SGTR assumes the contaminated secondary
fluid is released via the main steam safety valves. The majority of the activity released
to the atmosphere results from the tube rupture.

The analysis for design basis accidents and transients other than a SGTR
assume the SG tubes retain their structural integrity (i.e., they are assumed not to
rupture). In these analyses, the steam discharge to the atmosphere is based on the total
primary-to-secondary leakage from all SGs of 1 gpm as a result of accident induced
conditions. For accidents that do not involve fuel damage, the primary coolant activity
level of DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 is assumed to be equal to the limits in LCO 3.4.8,
"Reactor Coolant System Specific Activity." For accidents that assume fuel damage, the
primary coolant activity is a function of the amount of activity released from the damaged
fuel. The dose consequences of these events are within the limits of GDC 19 (Ref. 2),
10 CFR 100 (Ref. 3) or the NRC approved licensing basis (e.g., a small fraction of these
limits).
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Steam generator tube integrity satisfies Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).

Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO)

The LCO requires that SG tube integrity be maintained. The LCO also requires
that all SG tubes that satisfy the repair criteria be plugged in accordance with the Steam
Generator Program.

During an SG inspection, any inspected tube that satisfies the Steam Generator
Program repair criteria Is removed from service by plugging. If a tube was determined to
satisfy the repair criteria but was not plugged, the tube may still have tube integrity.
Refer to Action a. below.

In the context of this Specification, a SG tube is defined as the entire length of
the tube, including the tube wall between the tube-to-tubesheet weld at the tube inlet and
the tube-to-tubesheet weld at the tube outlet. The tube-to-tubesheet weld is not
considered part of the tube.

A SG tube has tube integrity when it satisfies the SG performance criteria. The
SG performance criteria are defined in Specification 6.8.3.o and describe acceptable SG
tube performance. The Steam Generator Program also provides the evaluation process
for determining conformance with the SG performance criteria.

There are three SG performance criteria: structural integrity, accident induced
leakage, and operational leakage. Failure to meet any one of these criteria is
considered failure to meet the LCO.

The structural integrity performance criterion provides a margin of safety against
tube burst or collapse under normal and accident conditions, and ensures structural
integrity of the SG tubes under all anticipated transients included in the design
specification. Tube burst is defined as, 'The gross structural failure of the tube wall.
The condition typically corresponds to an unstable opening displacement (e.g., opening
area increased in response to constant pressure) accompanied by ductile (plastic)
tearing of the tube material at the ends of the degradation." Tube collapse is defined as,
"For the load displacement curve for a given structure, collapse occurs at the top of the
load versus displacement curve where the slope of the curve becomes zero." Structural
integrity requires that the primary membrane stress intensity in a tube not exceed the
yield strength for all ASME Code, Section 1II, Service Level A (normal operating
conditions) and Service Level B (upset or abnormal conditions) transients included in the
design specification. This includes safety factors and applicable design basis loads
based on ASME Code, Section IlIl, Subsection NB (Ref. 4) and Draft Regulatory Guide
1.121 (Ref. 5).

The accident induced leakage performance criterion ensures that the primary-to-
secondary leakage caused by a design basis accident, other than a SGTR, is within the
accident analysis assumptions. The accident analysis assumes that accident induced
leakage does not exceed 1 gpm total from all SGs. The accident induced leakage rate
includes any primary-to-secondary leakage existing prior to the accident in addition to
primary-to-secondary leakage induced during the accident.
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The operational leakage performance criterion provides an observable indication
of SG tube conditions during plant operation. The limit on operational leakage is
contained in LCO 3.4.6.2 and limits primary-to-secondary leakage through any one SG
to 150 gpd. This limit is based on the assumption that a single crack leaking this amount
would not propagate to a SGTR under the stress conditions of a LOCA or a main steam
line break. If this amount of leakage is due to more than one crack, the cracks are very
small, and the above assumption is conservative.

Applicability

Steam generator tube integrity is challenged when the pressure differential
across the tubes is large. Large differential pressures across SG tubes can only be
experienced in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

RCS conditions are far less challenging in MODES 5 and 6 than during MODES
1, 2, 3, and 4. In MODES 5 and 6, primary-to-secondary differential pressure is low,
resulting in lower stresses and reduced potential for leakage.

ACTIONS

The ACTIONS are modified by a Note clarifying that the Conditions may be
entered independently for each SG tube. This is acceptable because the required
ACTIONS provide appropriate compensatory actions for each affected SG tube.
Complying with the required ACTIONS may allow for continued operation, and
subsequent affected SG tubes are governed by subsequent Condition entry and
application of associated required ACTIONS.

a. The condition applies if it is discovered that one or more SG tubes
examined in an inservice Inspection satisfy the tube repair criteria but were not plugged
in accordance with the Steam Generator Program as required by Surveillance
Requirement 4.4.5.2. An evaluation of SG tube integrity of the affected tube(s) must be
made. Steam generator tube integrity is based on meeting the SG performance criteria
described in the Steam Generator Program. The SG repair criteria define limits on SG
tube degradation that allow for flaw growth between inspections while still providing
assurance that the SG performance criteria will continue to be met. In order to
determine if a SG tube that should have been plugged has tube integrity, an evaluation
must be completed that demonstrates that the SG performance criteria will continue to
be met until the next SG tube inspection. The tube integrity determination is based on
the estimated condition of the tube at the time the situation is discovered and the
estimated growth of the degradation prior to the next SG tube Inspection. If it is
determined that tube integrity is not being maintained, the plant must be shut down in
accordance with the ACTION.

Seven days is sufficient to complete the evaluation while minimizing the risk of
plant operation with a SG tube that may not have tube integrity.

If the evaluation determines that the affected tube(s) have tube integrity, the
ACTION statement allows plant operation to continue until the next refueling outage or
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SG inspection provided the inspection interval continues to be supported by an
operational assessment that reflects the affected tubes. However, the affected tube(s)
must be plugged prior to entering MODE 4 following the next refueling outage or SG
inspection. This is acceptable since operation until the next inspection is supported by
the operational assessment.

a. and b. Six hours to reach HOT STANDBY and an additional 30 hours to reach
COLD SHUTDOWN are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
desired plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

Surveillance Requirements

4.4.5.1 During shutdown periods the SGs are inspected as required by this SR
and the Steam Generator Program. NEI 97-06, Steam Generator Program Guidelines
(Ref. 1), and its referenced EPRI Guidelines, establish the content of the Steam
Generator Program. Use of the Steam Generator Program ensures that the inspection
is appropriate and consistent with accepted industry practices.

A condition monitoring assessment of the SG tubes is performed during SG
inspections. The condition monitoring assessment determines the "as found" condition
of the SG tubes. The purpose of the condition monitoring assessment Is to ensure that
the SG performance criteria have been met for the previous operating period.

The Steam Generator Program determines the scope of the inspection and the
methods used to determine whether the tubes contain flaws satisfying the tube repair
criteria. Inspection scope (i.e., which tubes or areas of tubing within the SG are to be
inspected) is a function of existing and potential degradation locations. The Steam
Generator Program also specifies the inspection methods to be used to find potential
degradation. Inspection methods are a function of degradation morphology,
nondestructive examination (NDE) technique capabilities, and inspection locations.

The Steam Generator Program defines the frequency of SR 4.4.5.1. The
frequency is determined by the operational assessment and other limits in the SG
examination guidelines (Ref. 6). The Steam Generator Program uses information on
existing degradations and growth rates to determine an inspection frequency that
provides reasonable assurance that the tubing will meet the SG performance criteria at
the next scheduled inspection. In addition, Specification 6.8.3.o contains prescriptive
requirements concerning inspection Intervals to provide added assurance that the SG
performance criteria will be met between scheduled inspections.

4.4.5.2 During an SG inspection, any inspected tube that satisfies the Steam
Generator Program repair criteria is repaired or removed from service (by plugging).
The tube repair criteria delineated in Specification 6.8.3.o are intended to ensure that
tubes accepted for continued service satisfy the SG performance criteria with allowance
for error in the flaw size measurement and for future flaw growth. In addition, the tube
repair criteria, in conjunction with other elements of the Steam Generator Program,
ensure that the SG performance criteria will continue to be met until the next inspection
of the subject tube(s). Reference 1 and Reference 6 provide guidance for performing
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operational assessments to verify that the tubes remaining in service will continue to
meet the SG performance criteria.

The frequency of "Prior to entering MODE 4 following a SG inspection" ensures
that the Surveillance has been completed and all tubes meeting the repair criteria are
plugged prior to subjecting the SG tubes to significant primary-to-secondary pressure
differential.

References

1. NEI 97-06, "Steam Generator Program Guidelines"

2. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 19

3. 10 CFR 100

4. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Subsection NB

5. Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121, "Basis for Plugging Degraded Steam
Generator Tubes," August 1976

6. EPRI TR-107569, "Pressurized Water Reactor Steam Generator
Examination Guidelines"
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3/4.4.6.2 OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE of any magnitude is unacceptable einco it
may be indicative of an impending grece failur' of tho preccure boundary. Thorefore,
the proene of any PRESSURE BOMnD.A.RY IEA.KA.GE raquiec theunit to hb
promptly placed in; COLD neSHUlTDnO.A

Indutrsy experincse has shown that while a limitod amount of leakage is
expucted from the RCS, the unidentified portion of this leakage can be roduced to a
throheld vailue of 1^er than m Th;c thrholl d value is sufficiently low to en^ure
earl,' detection of additional leakage.

The primary to cecondary accident inducved leoakage rate for the limiting design
bacic accident, other than the steam generator tube rupture, Shall not exceed the
leakage rate assumed in the afet'y analycic in terms of the total leakage rate fr a..
steam ge^wate~rc, and the leakage rae forF an ind sdual rteam generato. The total
leakage shall net exceed 1 gpm.

The steam generator tube leakage limit of 150 gpd for each steam generator net
Iolated fmrom the RRC eRcures that the doerage cotrilbutin; from the tubshe leakage wil be
limited to a small fraction of 10 CFR Part 100 dero guideline-valuos in the ov'ent of eithor
a stoam generator tube rupture or steam line break. The 150 gpd limit per steam
generator Fc oncrveative compared to the aGcUmptiRn U ;_d in the analysie of thoes
sGGidents.

The 10 gpm IDENTIFIED LEAK.A.GE limitation pre'vidos allo'wance for a limited
am ount of leakage from k-noin soures whoce preronc will! nRt ;rtefere with the
detoction of UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE by the Leakage Detection Syctems.

The specified allowed leakage from any RCS pressur-o iolation valve Is
eufficiently low to ensure early detection of possiblo in scries check valve failure. It Is
apparent that when prveccruer ioIAtioR i provided by t _o IR-neriec check valver aRd
whon failure of one vafve fn the pair can go undetected for a cubctantiaf length of time,
veriflcation of Valve integrity I required. SiRne these valvs ape Imprtaent in preven;ti;n
ovorprescurization and rupture of the ECCS low pressure piping which could rosult in a
LOCA that bypascse containment, there valves should be testod periodically to encure
low probability of grocc failure.

Th eSurveillance RequiremontG for RCS presruro isolation valves provide added
assurance of valve intogrity thereby reducing the probability of gross valve failure and
ceRnequent iRtemystem IOCA. Leakage rom the RCS prroure iceolation valve in
InDETIF!RZE7 A EAKAGE a and wAIl hbe co=nieRrad ac a drtin of the allo'end limitU
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Background

Components that contain or transport the coolant to or from the reactor core
make up the reactor coolant system (RCS). Component joints are made by welding,
bolting, rolling, or pressure loading, and valves isolate connecting systems from the
RCS.

During plant life, the joint and valve interfaces can produce varying amounts of
reactor coolant leakage, through either normal operational wear or mechanical
deterioration. The purpose of the RCS operational leakage LCO is to limit system
operation in the presence of leakage from these sources to amounts that do not
compromise safety. This LCO specifies the types and amounts of leakage.

The safety significance of RCS leakage varies widely depending on its source,
rate, and duration. Therefore, monitoring reactor coolant leakage into the containment
area is necessary. Quickly separating the IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE from the
UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE is necessary to provide quantitative information to the
operators, allowing them to take corrective action should a leak occur that is detrimental
to the safety of the facility and the public.

This LCO deals with protection of the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB)
from degradation and the core from inadequate cooling, in addition to preventing the
accident analyses radiation release assumptions from being exceeded. The
consequences of violating this LCO include the possibility of a loss of coolant accident
(LOCA).

Applicable Safety Analvses

Except for primary-to-secondary leakage, the safety analyses do not address
operational leakage. However, other operational leakage is related to the safety
analyses for a LOCA; the amount of leakage can affect the probability of such an event.
The safety analysis for an event resulting in steam discharge to the atmosphere
assumes that primary-to-secondary leakage from all steam generators is 1 gpm as a
result of accident induced conditions. The LCO requirement to limit primary-to-
secondary leakage through any one steam generator to less than or equal to 150 gpd is
significantly less than the conditions assumed in the safety analysis.

Primary-to-secondary leakage is a factor in the dose releases outside
containment resulting from a steam line break (SLB) accident. To a lesser extent, other
accidents or transients involve secondary steam release to the atmosphere, such as a
steam generator tube rupture (SGTR). The leakage contaminates the secondary fluid.

The UFSAR analysis for SGTR assumes the contaminated secondary fluid is
only briefly released via the main steam safety valves and the majority is steamed to the
condenser. The 1 gpm primary-to-secondary leakage safety analysis assumption is
relatively inconsequential.
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The SLB is more limiting for primary-to-secondary leakage. The safety analysis
for the SLB assumes 500 gpd and 936 gpd primary-to-secondary leakage in the faulted
and intact steam generators respectively as an initial condition. The dose consequences
resulting from the SLB accident are bounded by a small fraction (i.e., 10%) of the limits
defined in 10 CFR 100. The RCS specific activity assumed was 1.0 pCilgm DOSE
EQUIVALENT 1-131 at a conservatively high letdown flow of 250 gpm, with either a pre-
existing or an accident initiated iodine spike. These values bound the Technical
Specifications values.

The RCS operational leakage satisfies Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36(cX2Xii).

Limitina Condition for Operation (LCO)

Reactor Coolant System operational leakage shall be limited to:

a. PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE

No PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE is allowed, being Indicative of material
deterioration. Leakage of this type is unacceptable as the leak itself could cause further
deterioration, resulting in higher leakage. Violation of this LCO could result in continued
degradation of the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary. Leakage past seals and
gaskets is not PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE.

b. UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE

One gallon per minute (gpm) of UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE is allowed as a
reasonable minimum detectable amount that the containment air monitoring and
containment sump level monitoring equipment can detect within a reasonable time
period. Violation of this LCO could result in continued degradation of the Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary, if the leakage is from the pressure boundary.

c. Primary-to-Secondary Leakage Through Any One Steam Generator

The limit of 150 gpd per each steam generator is based on the operational
leakage performance criterion in NEI 97-06, Steam Generator Program Guidelines
(Ref. 3). The Steam Generator Program operational leakage performance criterion in
NEI 97-06 states, OThe RCS operational primary-to-secondary leakage through any one
steam generator shall be limited to 150 gallons per day." The limit is based on operating
experience with steam generator tube degradation mechanisms that result in tube
leakage. The operational leakage rate criterion in conjunction with the implementation of
the Steam Generator Program is an effective measure for minimizing the frequency of
steam generator tube ruptures.

d. IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE

Up to 10 gpm of IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE is considered allowable because
leakage is from known sources that do not interfere with detection of UNIDENTIFIED
LEAKAGE and is well within the capability of the Reactor Coolant System Makeup
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System. IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE includes leakage to the containment from specifically
known and located sources, but does not include PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE
or controlled reactor coolant pump seal leakoff (a normal function not considered
leakage). Violation of this LCO could result in continued degradation of a component or
system.

e. Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valve Leakage

The specified allowed leakage from any RCS pressure isolation valve is
sufficiently low to ensure early detection of possible in-series check valve failure. It is
apparent that when pressure isolation is provided by two in-series check valves and
when failure of one valve in the pair can go undetected for a substantial length of time,
verification of valve integrity is required. Since these valves are important in preventing
overpressurization and rupture of the ECCS low pressure piping which could result in a
LOCA that bypasses containment, these valves should be tested periodically to ensure
low probability of gross failure.

Applicability

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the potential for Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
leakage is greatest when the Reactor Coolant System is pressurized.

In MODES 5 and 6, leakage limits are not required because the reactor coolant
pressure is far lower, resulting in lower stresses and reduced potentials for leakage.

ACTIONS

a. If any PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE exists, or primary-to-secondary
leakage is not within limit, the reactor must be brought to MODE 3 within 6 hours and
MODE 5 within the next 30 hours. This ACTION reduces the leakage and also reduces
the factors that tend to degrade the pressure boundary.

The allowed completion times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to
reach the required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems. In MODE 5, the pressure stresses acting on the
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary are much lower, and further deterioration is much
less likely.

b. UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE or IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE in excess of the LCO
limits must be reduced to within limits within 4 hours. This allows time to verify leakage
rates and either identify UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE or reduce leakage to within limits
before the reactor must be shut down. This ACTION is necessary to prevent further
deterioration of the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary.

Surveillance Reauirements

4.4.6.2.1 Verifying Reactor Coolant System leakage to be within the LCO limits
ensures the integrity of the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary is maintained.
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PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE would at first appear as UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE
and can only be positively Identified by Inspection. It should be noted that leakage past
seals and gaskets is not PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE. UNIDENTIFIED
LEAKAGE and IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE are determined by performance of a Reactor
Coolant System water inventory balance.

The RCS water inventory balance must be met with the reactor at steady state
operating conditions and near operating pressure. The Surveillance is modified by two
Notes. Note 1 states that this Surveillance Requirement is not required to be performed
in until 12 hours after establishment of steady state operation.

Steady state operation is required to perform a proper water inventory balance;
calculations during maneuvering are not useful and a Note requires the Surveillance to
be met when steady state is established. For RCS operational leakage determination by
water inventory balance, steady state is defined as stable RCS pressure, temperature,
power level, pressurizer and makeup tank levels, makeup and letdown, and Reactor
Coolant Pump seal injection and return flows.

An early warning of PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE or UNIDENTIFIED
LEAKAGE is provided by the automatic systems that monitor containment atmosphere
radioactivity, containment normal sump inventory and discharge, and reactor head
flange leakoff. It should be noted that leakage past seals and gaskets is not
PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE. These leakage detection systems are specified in
LCO 3.4.6.1, "Reactor Coolant System Leakage Detection Systems."

Note 2 states that this Surveillance Requirement is not applicable to primary-to-
secondary leakage. This is because leakage of 150 gpd cannot be measured accurately
by a RCS water inventory balance.

The 72-hour frequency is a reasonable interval to trend leakage and recognizes
the importance of early leakage detection in the prevention of accidents.

4.4.6.2.2 The Surveillance Requirements for Reactor Coolant System Pressure
Isolation Valves provide added assurance of valve integrity thereby reducing the
probability of gross valve failure and consequent intersystem LOCA. Leakage from the
RCS pressure isolation valve is IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE and will be considered as a
portion of the allowed limit.

4.4.6.2.3 This Surveillance Requirement verifies that primary-to-secondary leakage
is less than or equal to 150 gpd through any one steam generator. Satisfying the
primary-to-secondary leakage limit ensures that the operational leakage performance
criterion in the Steam Generator Program is met. If this Surveillance Requirement is not
met, compliance with LCO 3.4.5 should be evaluated. The 150-gpd limit is measured at
room temperature as described in Reference 1. The operational leakage rate limit
applies to leakage through any one steam generator. If it Is not practical to assign the
leakage to an individual steam generator, all the primary-to-secondary leakage should
be conservatively assumed to be from one steam generator.
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The Surveillance Requirement is modified by a Note, which states that the
Surveillance is not required to be performed until 12 hours after establishment of steady
state operation. For Reactor Coolant System primary-to-secondary leakage
determination, steady state is defined as stable Reactor Coolant System pressure,
temperature, power level, pressurizer and makeup tank levels, makeup and letdown,
and reactor coolant pump seal injection and return flows.

The frequency of 72 hours is a reasonable interval to trend primary-to-secondary
leakage and recognizes the importance of early leakage detection in the prevention of
accidents. During normal operation the primary-to-secondary leakage is determined
using continuous process radiation monitors or radiochemical grab sampling. In
MODES 3 and 4, the primary system radioactivity level may be very low, making it
difficult to measure primary-to-secondary leakage. Leakage verification is provided by
chemistry procedures that provide alternate means of calculating and confirming
primary-to-secondary leakage is less than or equal to 150 gpd through any one SG
(Ref. 2).

References

1. NEI 97-06, "Steam Generator Program Guidelines"

2. EPRI TR-1 04788, "Pressurized Water Reactor Primary-to-Secondary Leak
Guidelines"
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Steam Generator Design Information

Unit 1 Unit 2

SandvikTube manufacturer Sandvik

Steam generator fabricator Westinghouse ENSA

0.980"Tube spacing (triangular pitch) 0.980"

AVB design and material SA-479 type 405 SS
flat bar 0.160" thick
by 0.480" wide

SA-479 type 405 SS
flat bar 0.160" thick
by 0.480" wide

Tubesheet thickness 25.43" 25.43"

Radius of curvature and row number of
thermally stress-relieved U-bends
(U-bend centerline radius)

Row 1 - 3.250"
Row 2 - 3.740"
Row 3 - 4.230"
Row 4 - 4.720"
Row 5 - 5.210"
Row 6 - 5.700"
Row 7 - 6.190"
Row 8 - 6.680"
Row 9 - 7.170"
Row 10 - 7.660"
Row 11 - 8.150"
Row 12 - 8.640"
Row 13 - 9.130"
Row 14- 9.620"
Row 15- 10.110"
Row 16- 10.600"
Row 17 - 11.090"

Row I - 3.250"
Row 2 - 3.740"
Row 3 - 4.230"
Row 4 - 4.720"
Row 5 - 5.210"
Row 6 - 5.700"
Row 7 - 6.190"
Row 8 - 6.680"
Row 9 - 7.170"
Row 10- 7.660"
Row 11 - 8.150"
Row 12 - 8.640"
Row 13 - 9.130"
Row 14- 9.620"
Row 15 - 10.110"
Row 16- 10.600"
Row 17- 11.090"

Number of tubes plugged prior to
operation

A-33
B-40
C-26
D- 9

A-I
B-2
C-3
D-0
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Support Structure Nomenclature and Measurements

Tangent
Points

Row 79

Row 63
Row 47

Row 35

Row 23

Row 16 *

Row 9

Rowi

09H

08H

07H

06H

05H

04H

03H

02H

O1H

FBH

TSH

TEH

I

I
I

I

I

09C

080

07C

06C

05C

04C

03C

02C

01C
53

FBC
.38

TSC

.43

TEC

19.

20.

25.

- I

Westinghouse Delta 94

Supports I thru 9. 1.125" A
Flow Baffle a .750' " A

E .... ... .. , ; i
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